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BACKGROUND 

Question 410.70 on the Limerick Generating Station Final Safety Analysis 
ReportCl) asked Philadelphia Electric Company to "provide the basis for con
cluding that the design temperature for the ESW and RHRSW will not be ex
ceeded, using only tornado and torr .do missile protected structures, systems 
and components." In their response (FSAR Rev. 22, July 1983), Philadelphia 
Electric Company gave qualitative arguments for supporting their conclusion. 
Subsequent to this submittal, Philadelphia Electric Company was requested by 
the NRC(2) to provide a probabilistic assessment to demonstrate "that the 
probability of exceeding 10 CFR Part 100 limits due to design basis tornado 
~issile effects on the ultimate heat sink (UHS) shall be less than or equal 
to a median value of lo-7 per year or a mean value of lo-6 per year, and 
assuming loss of offsite power." In subsequent conversations (3,4) with the 
NRC, the following points of clarification were made: 

1. An analysis of the whole spectrum of tornados, not just the design 
basis, is required. 

2. Loss of offsite power need not be assumed if features of the plant 
would suggest that loss of offsite pow~r and ultimate heat sink 
damage may not be concurrent. 

). The terms "median value" and "mean value" are to be interpreted in 
the following sense: the "median value of io-7 per vear" is applic
able to a reali~tic analysis whereas the "mean value of lo-6 per 
year" is applicable to a conservative analysis. 

At a meeting held with the NRC staff in Bethesda, Maryland on 
November 17, 1983, the question of damage to the ultimate heat sink as a 
result of the effects of high winds of nontornadic origin was raised as an 
extra consideration. 

This report describes the methods used and the reeults of the analysis 
that was performed to estimate the frequ~ncy of exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits 
due to wind generated missile effects on the ultimate heat sink at the 
Limerick Generatjng Station. The overall method described results in a con
servative ana~ysis and the target frequency of lo-6 per year is applicable. 

The work was performed by NUS Corporation and their subcontractor, 
Applied Research Associates, Southeast Division of Raleigh, North Carolina. 

References: 

l. Philadelphia Electric Company, Limerick Generating Station, Final 
Safety Analysis Report. 

2. Latter from A. Schwencer (NRC) to E. G. Bauer (PECo) dated August 8, 
1983 • 
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3. Telephone conversation between NRC, PECo, NUS September 16, 1983 • 

4. Presentation made by PECo to NRC at Phillips Building, Bethesda, 
Maryland on November 17, 1~83 • 
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SUMMARY 

This report describes an analysis that was performed to estimate the 
frequency with which the design temperature of the ESW and RHRSW would be 
exceeded as a direct result of wind induced damage to unprotected p~rts of 
the heat sinks. Both straight winds and tornados are taken into account. 
The conservative analysis that was performed using the computer code TORMIS-L, 
a modified version of the EPRI code TORMIS, results in estimates of 6.6 x 
10-7 per year when only Unit 1 is operational, 7.9 x io-7 per year when both 
units ~re operational. This yields an averaged plant lifetime value of 7.7 x 
lo-7 per year, which is less than the required value of 10""6 per year. It is 
therefore concluded that no changes to plant design are required to achieve 
acceptable protection for the Limerick Generating Station ultimate heat sink • 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This report describes a conservative analysis that was performed to dem
onstrate that the frequency of exceeding 10 CPR 100 limits due to wind gener
ated missile effects on the ultimate heat sink •nd wind induced damage to the 
cooling towers at the Limerick Generating Station is less than or equal to 
lo-6 per year. 

The role of the ultimate heat sink (UBS) at Limerick Generating Station 
(LGS) in to ensure that the temperature of the en~rgency service water (ESW) 
and residual heat removal service water (RHRSW) does not exceed the design 
temperature. Both the ESW and RHRSW systems are required to safely shut down 
the reactor in the event of a loss of offsite power or an accident. A pro
longed loss of the ESW and RHRSW functions could under these conditions lead 
to core melt and exceedance of 10 CPR 100 limits. 

The ultimate heat sink at Limerick is a spray pond for which it has been 
demonstrated that under the most conservative design conditions there is a 
10\ margin in thermal performtnce (PECo, Section 9.2.6) The spray pond is 
normally in the standby mode, and is designed to automatically supply water 
to the ESW and RHRSW systems when required. 

The spray pond has four spray networks, each network having a 50% capa
city for shutdown of two units. The layout of the spray networks is shown in 
Figure 1-1. While all other parts of the ESW and RHRSW systems are protected 
by barriers from the effects of design basis tornado missiles the spray pond 
networks themselves and the feeder pipes feeding those networks are not, and 
are hence vulnerable to damage. 

Loss of the spray pond networks as a heat sink for the ESW and RHRSW 
systems does not, however, lead to unavailability of those systems since the 
pond itself and the cooling towers can be used as heat sinks as a result of 
operator actions using protected equipment powered from safeguard buses. 
These realignments of the systems can be initiated from the control room and 
all the necessary valves and pipework are protected from design basis tornado 
missiles. The cooling towers themselves, however, are not designed to with
stand the wind velocities experienced in severe tornadoes and are hence vulner
able to wind damage as well as missile damage. 

In this study, a tornado is assumed to ha~e the potential for damaging 
only those heat sink features not physically protected against tornado ef fects1 
namely the spray pond networks and feeder pipes, and the cooling towers. It 
is possible that offsite power would be lost as a result of a tornado strike 
4t the plant. Because of the assumptions made in this analysis, however, the 
conclusions are independent of whether offsite power is available or not. No 
credit is taken for usin<J the spray pond itself or any other heat dissipation 
mechanism • 
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The first step in the analysis was to decide what is the minimum require
ment in terms of the number of operable spray pond spray networks and/or cool
ing towers to provide sufficient cooling for the RHRSW and ESW systems to 
safely shut down the plant. These minimum requirements were then used to 
define unacceptable plant damage states, i.e., those damage states which, if 
uncorrected could lead to core melt through eventual unavailability of the 
lUIRSW and ESW systems. This is described in Chapter 2 where two damage states 
are identifiedr one is appropriate while Unit l is operational and Unit 2 is 
being completed, the second is appropriate when both units are operating. 

The second stage in the analysis is to estimate the frequency of the 
plant damage states. The basic tool for this part of the analysis was the 
computer code TORMIS-L, & modified version of the EPRI code TORMIS (Twisdale 
et al., 1981). The modifications to the code are documented in Appendix A. 
This code estimates the frequencies of missile strikes on or missile damage 
(according to some predefined damage criterion) to specified targets. The 
inputs to the code include a model of the plant which describes the struc
tures, the targets, the missile population, and the damage criteria adopted, 
as well as the tornado characteristics in the geographical region of interest. 
The frequency of exceedance of various levels of windspeed is crucial to the 
determination of the frequency of the damage states and is discussed separately 
in Chapter 3. The application of TORMIS-L to this problem is discussed in 
Chapter 4. This chapter describes the site model and the damage criteria 
used for the targets. Appendix C contains backup calculations for one of the 
damage criteria used for the spray networks. 

While the code TORMIS estimates frequencies of strikes or damage to 
individual targets, it does not estimate the frequencies of strikes or damage 
to complex combinations of targets. This was performed for this analysis 
using a computer code TORSCR, which is described in detail in Appendix B to 
this report. The results of the analysis and the estimates of the frequencies 
of the damage states are discussed in Section 5 where the conclusions of the 
study are given • 
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Chapter 2 

DEFINITION OF PLANT DAMAGE STATES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter of the report is to define thosE plant dam
age states which could lead to loss of function of the heat sink for the ESW 
and RHRSW systems. The plant damage states are defined in terms of those 
portions of the ESW and RHRSW systems which are not designed to withstand the 
effects of design basis tornados and design basis tornado missiles; namely 
the spray pond networks, the feeder pipes to those networks, and the cooling 
towers. The question of what constitutes damage to each of these targets is 
deferred to Chapter 4 of this report. The purpose of this section is to define 
those combinations of targets for which the code TORSCR will estimate the 
frequency. Thus a plant damage state of interest is an identification of a 
specific combination of spray pond networks, feeder pipes and cooling towers 
such that damage to each of the elements constitutes a failure to cool ESW 
and RHRSW. Since there is a period when only Unit 1 will be operational and 
the requirements for a heat sink will be different for this period, the damage 
states are defined for both time periods: Unit 1 only operational, and both 
units operational • 

2.2 THE PLANT DAMAGE STATES 

The spray pond is designed such that any one of the four networks can be 
used in conjunction with any train of ESW and RHRSW. Thus with one spray 
network adequate for shutdown of one unit, the minimum success criteria for 
operability of the spray pond are any two spray networks operating when both 
units are operational, and one spray network operating when only Unit 1 is 
operational. 

The cooling towers can also be used as an alternative heat sink with one 
cooling tower being sufficient to remove heat from both units (PECo, 1984). 
Thus, the cooling towers are included in the minimum success criteria for 
successful heat removal. When only Unit l is operational one spray network 
or the Unit 1 cooling tower functional is success. When both units are 
operational two spray networks or one cooling tower functional is success. 
Thus the damage states of interest are: 

Damage state V: At least three out of four spray networks and both cool
ing towers are damaged. This is failure to provide a heat sink for the 
ESWS and RHRSWS when both units are operational. 

Damage state T: All four spray networks and the Unit 1 cooling tower is 
damaged. This is failure to provide a heat sink for the ESWS and RHRSWS 
when only Unit 1 is operational • 
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These two plant damage states, T and v, define the combinations of dam
aged targets that are used as the basis for the probabilistic calculations 
performed using TORMIS-L and 'K>RSCR. The criteria that are used to decide 
whether a target is damaged or not are discussed in detail in Section 4.4. 
However, it is important to point out at this stage that a spray network is 
regarded as inoperable if either the network itself is damaged, or its feeder 
pipe is damaged. The damage criteria are applied conservatively so that there 
are assumed to be no partial failures • 

2-2 
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Chapter 3 

WINDSPEED FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Limerick Generating Station is located in southeastern Pennsylvania 
at latitude 40.23<>N and longitude 75.58oW. The site is located in gently 
rolling countryside with hill elevations of about 300 to 400 feet MSL. In 
the immediate vicinity of the plant, the terrain is wooded or open country
side with no significant topographic features. The plant structures are 
located on the east side of the Schuylkill River with grade elevation of about 
217 feet MSL. About 5 to 6 miles west of the site, the terrain reaches an 
elevation of about 800 to 900 feet MSL, near French Creek State Park. 

The extreme wind climatology at Limerick is affected by thunderstorm and 
tornado activity, extratropical cyclones, and tropical cyclones. Hence, 
Limerick falls into a mixed wind climate for purposes of estimating th1e fre
quency of severe winds. There do not appear to be any local topographical 
features that would lead to significant topographic speedups or orographic 
winds at the site. 

The methods that are relevant to the prediction of the frequency and 
severity of extreme winds depend on the specific wind-producing meteorological 
phenomena. Regions that experience several of these wind sources are termed 
mixed wind climates and the analysis of extreme winds must take into account 
each type of storm system. In mixed wind climates, the most accurate wind
speed frequency estimates are obtained from separate analyses of each storm 
type. For example, an extreme value statistical analysis is frequently applied 
to annual windspeed data (representing extensive extratropical cyclones) (Gomes 
et al., 1978), whereas indirect techniques (such as probabilistic simulation) 
have been used to predict tornado (Twisdale, 19821 Twisdale and Dunn, 1983) 
and hurricane (Batts et al., 19807 Twisdale et al., 1983) wind frequencies. 

This section summarizes the results of analyses of extreme winds for the 
Limerick Generating Station. '11he purpose of these analyses was to determine 
the windspeeds at which nontornadic winds influence the severe wind f requen
c ies at Limerick. It will be seen that the non-tornadic winds have no con
tribution to the frequency of the damage states defined in Chapter 2. 

The scope of these windspeed analyses was limited to simple calculations 
based principally on published data with extrapolations to the site. In the 
following subsections, the extreme wind hazards from hurricane, straight winds, 
and tornadoes are estimated. The crossover speeds of these wind hazard curves 
are estimated and a combined windspeed curve is developed. This curve then 
provides a basis to determine occurrence rates for use in the windborne missile 
analysis of the spray pond networks and cooling towers • 
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3.2 HURRICANE WINDS 

The Limerick site is approximately 90 miles from the Atlantic Ocean. 
Hence, the intensity of tropical storms whose paths could affect the site 
would be significantly reduced over the peak winds that are typically exper
ienced at initial landfall. For example, measurements at Lake Okeechobee 
(Myers, 1954) during hurricanes of August 1949 and October 1950 and at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory during the hurricane of September 1938 (Myers 
et al., 1956) indicate significant windspeed reductions for onshore and rough 
terrain surface categories. For hilly terrain, such as Limerick, Schwerdt 
et al. (1979) suggest a frictional factor of 0.45 to reduce 10-m, 10-min over
water speeds to 10-m, 10-min overland speeds. In general, hurricanes that 
landfall the mid-Atlantic coast tend to fill rather rapidly and become 
extratropical storms during overland passage. 

A simple evaluation of hurricane risks for Limerick has been made from 
published data. The work of Batts et al. (1980) is used in conjunction with 
that of Schwerdt et al. (1979). The Batts study estimates hurricane wind
speed frequencies for the Gulf and East coasts of the United States, based on 
data taken primarily from Ho et al. (1975) and Cry (1965). The computational 
procedure is the same basic computer program previously developed by Russell 
(1971). Schwerdt et al. update much of the information in Bo et al. and pro
vide methods for estimating Standard Project Burrieanes {SPH) and Probable 
Maximum Hurricanes (PMH). 

The most severe hurricane threat to Limerick is estimated to correspond 
to landf~ll positions in the vicinity of the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays • 
Landfall in the Chesapeake Bay area, although over 175 miles from the site, 
could provide a storm heading in which the site is offset to the right of the 
track centerline and, hence, on the strong side of the storm. Filling and 
friction effects, as a result of the 175 miles track to the site, would be 
expected to reduce significantly the peak winds experienced at Limerick. For 
storms that landfall farther south, such as on the North Carolina coast, the 
filling and friction effects would be expected to be even more significant. 
A Delaware Bay hurricane landfall is also a potential threat to Limerick. 
Such a landfall position is closer to the site, but it is also more likely 
that the site would be offset to the left of the storm centerline track {due 
to the typical recurvature of tropical storms in the northern latitudes). 

These critical hurricane landfall positions correspond to mileposts 2300 -
2400 in Batts et al. (1980). For these mileposts, the Batts results give the 
following 10-m fastest mile windspeeds at the coast for the SO, 100, and 2000 
year return period hurricanes: 85, 95, and about 128 mph • 
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These windepeed are extrapolated to the site using the procedure sug
gested in NWS 23 (Schwerdt et al., 1979).* First, the fastest mile wind
speeds are converted to 10-min speeds for open terrain. From Simiu et al. 
(1978), one obtains 10-min speeds of 70, 79, and 102 mph. Batts used a 0.85 
factor to convert 10-min speeds from overwater to overlandr hence these over
land speeds convert to 10-min overwater speeds of 82, 92, and 120 mph. These 
10-min overwater speeds can be converted to 10-min site speeds using the fric
tion factors in NWS 23. The Limerick site falls into the rough terrain cate
gory in NWS 23. The friction coefficient for rough terrain in NWS 23 is 0.45 
and is fully operative once winds have blown over 10 nmi of rough terrain. 
Hence, since Limerick is about 78 runi from the coast and is within rough ter
rain for 10 runi, the above overwater windspeeds reduce to site 10-min wind
speeds of 37, 41, and 54 mph, respectively. 

The effects of filling once the hurricane moves inland is computed using 
Myers et al. (1956) by accounting for the time after landfall until the peak 
winds occur at the site. Application of the NWS 23 criteria results in fill
ing reduction factors of about 0.95. Hence, one obtains 10-m 10-min wind
speeds at Limerick of 35, 39, and 51 mph, respectively. These are adjusted 
to 2-sec gust 10-m windsp~eds in rough terrain using data in Sachs (1978). 
Gust windspeeds are used for ease of comparison to tornado winds, which are 
associated with damage-producing gusts averaged over several seconds. The 
final site adjusted hurricane gust windspeeds using a gust factor of 2.0 are 
70, 78, and 102 mph, corresponding to exceedance frequencies of 0.02, 0.01, 
and 0.0005. 

The windspeed frequency curve through these points is shown in Fig
ure 3-l(a). Without a detailed site-specific analysis, this curve provides 
an approximate estimate of hurricane wind frequencies for Limerick. 

3.3 EXTREME STRAIGHT WINDS 

Fully developed pressure systems occur frequently enough and over a suf
ficiently large scale to be well represented by data collected at fixed ane
mometer stations. Hence, given sufficient annual extreme windspeed data at a 
locati~n, one can estimate from a Gumbel (extreme value) analysis the wind
speed probabilities of •straight• winds. It is generally accepted that a 20 

*The inland adjustment from the Batts paper is not felt to be reasonable 
for the mileposts of interest. For example, from the available plots the 
winds are as strong or stronger 200 km inland than they are for open terrain 
at the coast. This is clearly unreasonable for the hilly terrain and wind 
trajectory approaches to Limerick and also illustrates some of the difficul
ties in applying generic studies, such as Batts, to importart sites. The use 
of Batts results is felt to be reasonably conservative for the coast, for 
example, see Tryggvason (1981) and Twisdale et al. (1983) • 
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to 30 year record of annual extremes provides an adequate data base for esti
mating long return periods of severe winds. Recent research has suggested 
that shorter records may also provide reasonable estimates of extreme wind 
frequency. 

Windapeed data exist for the Limerick site for the years 1972 through 
1981 (cf. Castelli 1983). These 10 years of data from Limerick Tower l are 
in the form of annual hourly extremes at 30 feet above 9rade. These speeds 
are summarized in Table 3-1. It is noted that when the 30-feet data were 
missing, windapeeda measured at the 175- or 270-feet levels were adjusted 
down using the power law formula with the exponent dependent on turbulence 
class (Castelli, 1983). These windspeeds have been converted to peak 2-sec 
gusts for rough terrain (peak gust factor • 2.22 (Sachs, 1978) and the location 
('1) and scale ('Y) parameters of the Gumbel Type I distribution estimated. 
For a Type I Dis:.::rib11tion the probability of exceeding velocity V* is given 
by 

P(v <:; V*) • l - exp [-exp {- v:-• >] 3-1 

Table 3-2 summarizes the estimated probabilities of exceedance for qust wind
speed from 60 to 120 mph for the Limerick tower data. 

In view of the limited 10-year history of Limerick extremes and the use 
of a constant peak gust factor (which tends to minimize the variance of the 
extreme gusts), additional comparisons have been made to published data from 
surrounding NWS stations. Reading and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, are the 
closest stations. The Reading data correspond to a 30-m city exposure and 
the Philadelphia data include both 30-m city and 10-m airport exposures. The 
Philadelphia city extremes are slightly less than these estimated for Reading. 
The Reading and Philadelphia Airport extreme wind frequencies taken from 
Changery (1982) have been converted to 2-sec gusts and are plotted in Fig-
ure 3-l(b). The Philadelphia Airport frequencies are higher than both Reading 
and the Limerick site estimates, reflecting the more open exposure at the 
Airport. 

Based on the plots in Figure 3-l(b), the frequency of strong 10-m winds 
at Limerick is less than that at Philadelphi3 Airport, which is about 35 miles 
SE of the plant. The rolling countryside and wooded terrain t~nd to influence 
the boundary layer profile of the surface winds at Limerick. However, in 
view of the limited 10 year record and without an analysis of the turbulence 
and gust characteristics at the site, which introduce uncertainties in the 
conversion from hourly averages to peak gusts, it seems appropriate to slant 
the Limerick frequencies toward those of the Philadelphia Airport. For con
venience, the Reading 30-m curve is thus used as a convenient measure of 10-m 
straight winds at Limerick. This curve is thus felt to be a reasonobley con
servative estimate of the straight wind frequency at the Limerick Station • 
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Table 3-1. Annual extreme windspeed data - Limerick Tower 1 

Year 

1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 

Sample 
statistics 

Extreme 
hourly average 

(mph) 

30 
27 
29 
30 
32 
32 
27 
29 
25 
25 

3-6 

2-sec gust 
(mph) 

µ .. 63. 3 
<I. 5.67 

67 
60 
62 
67 
71 
71 
60 
64 
56 
56 

.,, • 60. 7 
"Y• 4.42 
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2-sec gust 
windapeed 

60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
110 
120 

Table 3-2. Straight windspeed frequencies 

Limerick tower 1a 
(30 feet) 

6.9 x io-1 
i.2 x io-1 
1.3 x io-2 
1.3 x io-3 
1.4 x io-4 
1.5 x io-S 
l.S x io-6 

Reading, PAb 
(30 m) 

LO x 10-l 
2.0 x io-2 
3.o x io-3 
LO x io-3 
i.o x io-4 
1.0 x io-S 

aoeveloped from basic data from Castelli (1983). 
boeveloped from Changery (1982) • 
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Philadelphiab 
Airport 

(10 m) 

s.o x 10-2 
LO x io-2 
2.s x io-3 
s.o x io-4 
6.o x io-s 
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3.4 TORNADO WINDSPEED FR.EQUENCIES 

Limerick is located in tornado Region I according to WAST ·1300 (Markee 
et al., 1973) and Region C according to Twisdale and Dunn (19~1) and Twisdale 
(1982) (Figure 3-2). In this study, the Region C data coupled with the orig
inal F-scale tornado windspeeds as proposed by Fujita (1971) were used. A 
site-specific tornado hazard study was not performedi however, tornado data 
from the National Severe Storms Forecast Center (NSSFC) 1950-1982 data base 
was obtained, and simple statistical tests performed to test the appropriate
ness of the Region C data. 

The data from the National Severe Storms Forecast Center showed that a 
total of 133 tornadoes occurred within this 2-degree square of approximately 
15,600 mi2 during the 1950-1982 period. The d~ta yield a mean occurrence 
rate of about 2.58 x 10-4 tornadoes per mi2 per year. The unadjusted Region C 
occurrence rate (less this 2-degree subregion) is 2.39 x io-4 tornadoes per 
mi2 per year, computed using the equation v • n/t.A and the parameter values 
given below: 

2-Degree (Region Ll 

nL • 133 tornadoes 
tL • 33 yr (1950-1982) 
At • 15,620 mi2 
VL • 0.000258 

Region C-L 

nc-t c 5,260 (5362- (nt-31))* 
tc-L • 29 yr (1950-1978) 
Ac-L • 759,949 (775,569-At) 
vc-L • 0.000239 

Hence, the site 2-degree occurrence rate is about 9 percent higher ~i1an the 
mean Region C occurrence rate • 

To determine whether these mean occurrence rates are significantly dif
ferent, the following test was performed. For rare events like tornadoes, 
the number of tornadoes for a given region and time period can be accurately 
modeled by a Poisson distribution, P(A) where A = vt (see TWiJdale and Dunn, 
1981; Wen and Chu, 1973). For A> 9, P(A) - N(A,A) (Hald, 19521 Feller, 1968). 
This approximation can be used with tornado data from the 2-degree square to 
determine whether Limerick's tornado occurrence rates are significantly dif
ferent from the rest of Region C, i.e., Region C-L. The hypothesis to be 
tested is then: H0 1AL •AC-Lor alternately H0 ':At-AC-L • O. From the above 
occurrence rates, one obtains AL • 133 and AC-L • 123, which is the number of 
tornadoeJ expected in a 2-degree square from Region C-L, over 33 years. From 
the random variable, AL-AC-L...., N(l33-123,133+123), construct the test statistic 
(AL->.c-t)/v256 ,.._ N(O,l), which equals 0.625. From this value, and standard 
normal tables, one notes that P(l(AL-AC-L)/161 > .625) • 0.53, which is 
greater than significance levels commonly used in significance tests. 
Therefore, one cannot reject Ho' and must conclude there is no significant 
difference between the tornado occurrence rates for Region L and Region C-L. 

*Thirty-one tornados occurred in Region L in the 4-year period 
(1978-198?) • 
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Since these means do not test to be significantly different, the 
Region C occurrence rates are used in the tornado windspeed analysis. As 
developed in Twisdale and Dunn (1981) and Twisdale (1982), the updated occur
rence rates reflect adjustments for reporting efficiency over time, direct 
classification errors, and unreported '"'vents d1.1e to random encounter errors. 
The updated occurrence rate is 4.4 x lo-4 tornadoes per mi2 per year, as sum
marized in Table 3-3. The path length, width, and direction distributions 
for Region Care also used in the analysis (cf. Twisdale and Dunn, 1981). 
Since tornado path direction is potentially important in the tornado missile 
analysis for damage to both the spray pond and cooling towers, path direction 
was also analyzed. No significant differences were found between the 2-degree 
and Region C data (P4 • 0.3) and hence the Region C data ia used. 

In absence of a more detailed tornado site characterization, the use of 
mean Region C data is judged to provide a reasonabte characterization of the 
tornado variables for Limerick. 

Tornado windspeed frequencies were estimated for Limerick using the 
TORRISK methodology developed in Twisdale and Dunn (1983). The TORRISK 
methodology performs tornado windspeed calculations in a Monte Carlo simula
tion procedure that treats model uncertainties and uses a ~tochastic model of 
tcrnado occurrence, a 3-dimensional tornado windfield model, and distributions 
of tornado intensities, path lengths, widths, and directions. 

The results of tne TORRISK analysis for Limerick using the mean Region C 
data are plotted in Figure 3-3(a). The target area consists of an envelope 
enclosing the spray pond networks and cooling towers. This target envelope 
is consistent with the tornado missile target data presented ln Chapte~ 4. 
The windspeed exceedance probabilities correspond to windspeeds at 33 feet 
above grade. The t:hree curves shown in Figure 3-3 (a) correspond to three 
separate tornado-st:.ructure windspeed exceedance criteria (cf. Twisdale and 
Dunn, 1981, 1983). The union criterion corresponds to windspeed exceedance 
for at least one point of the target envelope. The point criterion corresponds 
to the probability that a single point experiences windspeeds v• and hence 
neglects the size of the target. For the Limerick spray pond-cooling tower 
target area, this criterion leads to probabilities that are unconservative by 
an order of magnf tude for severe tornado winds. This conclusion has also 
been noted in Twisdale and Dunn (1983) for large target areas. The intersec
tion criterion requires that every point within the target area experience 
windspeeds V*. 

The union windspeed exceedance criterion is the appropriate curve to use 
for tornado missile analysis (Twisdale and Dunn 1983). Hence, from this analy
sis, the probabilities of tornado str ~e on the spray pond-cooling tower area 
with any part of this area experiencing windspeeds that exceed 100, 150, 200, 
and 250 mph are s x lo-4, 2 x io-4, 4 x lo-s, and s x lo-6 per year, respec
tively. Consistent with the procedure for classifying and rating tornadoes, 
these windspeeds correspond to damage-producing gusts average~ over a few 
seconds • 
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Table 3-3. Adjusted occurrence rates and windspeed 
intervals for TORRISK windspeed 
simulations 

Tornado 
intensity 

FO 
Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 

~PS 
All 

Occurrence ratea 
(Pf'r mi2 per yr) 

1. J x io-4 
i. 3 x io-4 
i.1 x io-4 
4.7 x 10-S 
1.4 x io-s 
2.s x io-6 
4.4 x io-4 

r-scaleb 
windspeed 

(mph) 

40-73 
73-112 

112-157 
1~7-206 

206-260 
260-318 

40-318 

aupdated Region C occurrence rates (from Table 4 
of Twisdale and Dunn, 1981). 

boriginally proposed F-scale windsreeds (Fujita. 
1971) • 
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3.5 COMBINl'O WINDSPEED EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITIES 

The combined probabilities of extreme windspeed exceedance events are 
determined as the union of independent events. Bence, the combined probabil
ity P(v ~ v•) of hurricanes (vb), straight winds (vs), and tornadoes (vt> is 
given by 

P(v I:: V*) • P[(vh ' V*I u (Vs ~ V*) u (Yt I: v•1] 3-2• 

which, for small probabilities, can be accurately approximated by 

P(v ~ V*) ~ P(Vh 'V*) + P(Vs ~ V*) + P(Vt ~ V*). 3-2b 

Using Equation 3-2b, the combined windspeed probabilities can be computed 
from Figures 3-l and 3-3(a). Table 3-4 summarizes the windspeed frequencies 
and Figure 3-3(b) illustrates the combined windspeed curve. 

From this analysis, straight winds dominate the windspeed frequencies 
for V* ~ 90 mph. Hurricanes and straight winds are equally dominant for 
90 < V* ~ 105 mph. For V* > 105 mph, tornado winds dominate the severe wind 
risk at Limerick. The relatively low value of these crossover speeds for 
tornado winds reflects the conservative F-scale windspeeds used in this 
study, the large target area, and the union definition of tornado strike. It 
is noted that tornado windspeed dominance in the 100 to 160 mph ranaP · 
expected for most sites in the eastern United States • 

3.6 COMBINED OCCURRENCE RATES FOR TORMIS SIMULATIONS 

The combined windspeed curve in Figure 3-3(b) provides the basis to 
determine occurrence rates for the TORMIS windborne missile analysis of the 
spray pond networks and cooling towers. As noted, the tornado crossover 
windspeed is about 105 mph. Renee, missilas produced by winds < 105 mph are 
more likely to be caused by hurricane or straight winds than by tornadoes. 
Since the spray pond network include relatively fragile nozzles and spray arm 
components, missiles produced by winds < 105 mph cannot be determined a 
priori to be unimportant. -

The approach used herein to treat nontornadic winds is to adjust the 
tornado P-scale occurrence rates according to the combined windspeed curve in 
Figure 3-J(b). This approach is clearly an approximation since tornado wind
fields have steep windspeed gradients across the path width when compared to 
hurricanes or straight windsv which have gradual gradients over much larger 
areas. However, it will be seen later that the results of this study are 
insensitive to these approximations • 
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Table 3-4 • Combined windspeed exceedance frequencies 

Wind speed Fr!Sluenc~ of exceedance !~r-1~ 

V* Hurricane Straight TQrnado Combined 
\2-sec gusts) winds winds winds winds 

70 2 x io-2 1 x io-1 7 x io-4 l x io-1 
80 l x io-2 2 x 10-2 6 x lo-4 3 x 10-2 

90 3 x io-3 5 x io-3 5 x lo-4 9 x io-3 
100 l x io-3 l ~ lo-3 4 x io-4 2 x io-3 
110 i x io-4 8 x io-S 3 x io-4 5 x lo-4 
120 l x io-S 7 x io-6 3 x io-4 3 x io-4 
150 2 x io-4 2 x io-4 
200 4 x io-S 4 x io-s 
250 5 x io-6 5 x io-6 
300 2 x io-7 2 x lo-7 

• 
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The normal 'l'ORMIS occurrence rates for Region C are given in Table 3-5 
as well as the occurrence rates modified as described below.* The TORMIS occur
rence rates result in essentially the same tornado strike probabilities as 
predicted by the 'l'ORRISK code. This is verified in Figure 3-4, which shows 
the TORMIS estimated wind frequencies generated from 40 tornado strike simula
tions for each F-scale. From this figure, one notes that the TORMIS windspeed 
frequencies for F2 through F5 closely match the combined windspeed frequency 
curve. However, for the Fl windspeed interval (73-112 mph), hurricane and 
straight winds dominate the combined wind curve. To reflect the dominance of 
nontornadic winds over the Fl windspeed interval, the Region C TORMIS occur
rence rate has been increased by a factor of 143 to yield a 1.0 x io-1 per 
year occurrence rate for winds > 73 mph. This factor of 143 results in an 
increase of the Fl TORMIS occurrence rate from 1.1 x io-4 to l.6 x io-2 per 
mi2 per year. The combined wind occurrence rates that were used in the TORMIS 
simulations for this analysis are given in Table 3-5. It is stressed once 
again that the windspeeds corresponding to each F-scale are those originally 
proposed by Fujita (1975). These F-scale windspeeds have been argued (Twisdale 
et al., 1978) to be conservative. 

*These occurrence rates are based on the same data as those in Table 3-3, 
but they have been adjusted to reflect path length intensity variation adjust
ment. As descibed in Twisdale and Dunn (1983), these occurrence rates are 
called •1ocal-state~ occurrence rates since they reflect tornado path length 
intensity variat;~.1 in a total probability equation calculation. This develop
ment of local-state occurrence rates in roRMIS was done to increase the simula
tion efficiency of the code. The occurrence rates in Table 3-3 are used in 
roRRISK, which performs within the code the adjustment for path length inten-
sity variation • 
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Table 3-5 • Adjusted occurrence rates and windspeed intervals 

for 'l'ORMIS windspeed simulations 

Region C Combined winds F-scale 
Tornado occurrence rate occurrence rate windspeed 

intensity (per mi2 per yr) (per mi2 per yr) (mph) 

FO 2.5 x io-4 ai.o x io-1 40-73 
Fl 1.1 x io-4 81.6 x 10-2 73-112 
F2 6.1 x io-5 6.1 x lo-5 112-157 
F3 1.9 x io-s 1.9 x 10-5 157-20G 
F4 3.4 x io-6 3.4 x 10-6 206-260 

~FS 3.7 x io-7 3.7 x 10-7 260-318 
All 4.4 x io-4 1.2 x io-1 40-318 

4Reflect nontornadic winds per Figure 3-4 • 

• 
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Chapter 4 

USE OF TORMIS TO ESTIMATE FREQUENCY OF DAMAGE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The TORMIS code has been developed to estimate the frequency of tornado 
missile related events for application in nuclear power plant risk studies. 
Figure 4-1, taken from Twisdale et al. (1981), indicates the various steps 
associated with the analysis. The estimates are developed by a Monte Carlo 
simulation process, samplin9 from the population of possible tornados and 
from the missile spectrum. The tornado characteristics used in this study 
were discussed in Chapter 3. It is also necessary to input a site-specific 
missile characterization, and site-specific damage criteria. The damage cri
teria include an identification of the targets and a specification of what is 
regarded as damage. Section 4.2 describes in general terms the site model 
that identifies the missile origin zones, the structures that were included 
in the model (either because they were sources of missiles or had a signif i
cant shielding effect), and the location of the targets. The choice of 
targets was discussed in Chapter 2. In Section 4.3, the missile characteri
zation adopted is described in terms of the spectrum of possible missiles, 
their distribution among the missile origin zones, and their injection 
heights. The site model and characterization of the missiles were fixed on 
the basis of a site survey performed by personnel from NUS, Applied Research 
Associates and the Philadelphia Electric CompanJ on January 17, 1984. For 
the purpoJes of the TORMIS modeling, the site was regarded as being at a con
stant elevation which was chosen to be that of the water level in the spray 
pond. The details of how the tar9ete were modeled and what the damage cri
teria are, are given in Section 4.4. 

A special version of the TORMIS code, TORMIS-L, was prepared for this 
study. The modifications that were made to the EPRI version of the code are 
described in Appendix A. The modifications are not fundamental modif ica
tions, but were performed principally to accommodate the more complex scoring 
scheme necessary because of the multiplicity of targets defining the plant 
damage statas. Since TORMIS cannot handle s~oring the union of more than two 
events (where an event corresponds to missile damage to a target) and, as 
described in Chapter 2, it is necessary to score on the union of at least 
five events to estimate the frequency of the identified damage states, it was 
found convenient to process the results of TORMIS using a postprocessor code 
TORSCR. Thus, the output portion of the TORMIS code was modified to write 
the output onto a tape for input to TORSCR. In addition, since direct wind 
damage to the cooling towers is at least as important as missile damage, a 
new scoring scheme was included in the code to indicate damage when the wind 
velocity at the cooling towers exceeded a specified value • 
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4. 2 SITE M0...!2fil! 

4.2.l Missile Origin zones 

In developing the site model, the emphasis was to realistically depict 
the relative positions of the structures, targets, and potential missiles. 
In the code TORMIS, the potential missiles are grouped into several missile 
origin zones. Consistent with the TORMIS methodology for specifying the site 
and missile origin zones, an inertial, Cartesian reference system was estab
lished under the convention that the y-axis is parallel to plant north and 
the x-axis points toward plant east. The plant site, extending out approxi
mately 2000 ft from the spray pond area, was divided into 19 missile origin 
zones, as defined in Figures 4-2 and in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. 

Four modeling parameters were used as guidelines in identifying distinct 
missile zones: 

o Missile density 
o Distance from the primary target (i.e., spray pond) 
o General elevations 
o Relative distribution of missile types 

The simulation technique employed in TORMIS assumes that potential missile~ 
from a given zone are evenly distributed in the zone. Thus, in order to obtain 
a realistic simulation of the tornado missile hazard, it is necessary to define 
the site model, and thereby each missile zone to be, as near as possible, 
uniform with respect to the four identified parameters • 

The site model is appropriate for the site as it existed at the time 
(i.e., January 1984) when the site survey was conducted. Fixing the missile 
locations as that which existed at this time does not account for any •clear
ing• of missiles (i.e., reduction in the missile density) which, although it 
cannot be precisely defined, will occur as the site approaches full opera
tion. Neither does it account for any shifting of the potential missile loca
tions. However, it should be noted that a large number of potential missiles 
are currently concentrated about the spray pond and any shift from the site 
layout is expected to reduce the number of missiles in this area. Therefore 
the current model is conservative with respect to the risk of damage to the 
spray pond from missiles. 

Generally speaking, the missile origin zones, as with the site, can be 
characterized as follows. The first two layers of missile zones about the 
spray pond represent half of all identified zones. This concentration of 
zones within an area of about 500 ft of the pond is made because, based on 
previous work, a particularly important parameter in relation to missiles 
hitting a target is the relative distance of a missile from the target, with 
increasing distance relating inversely to significance. Thus, to ensure 
accuracy in the model, the zones are fashioned in •1ayers• of increasing size 
and distance from the pond, with 200 ft from the target representing the first, 
500 ft representing the second, 1000 ft representing the third layer, and 
2000 ft representing the final layer (missiles originating at distances 
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Table 4-1. Limerick Station zone and target envelope coordinates 

• Coordinate x y Coordinate x y 

number (ft) (ft) number (ft) (ft) 

(a) Zone coordinates 

1 0 2100 21 3300 600 
2 1100 2100 22 3300 -675 
3 4800 2100 23 3100 -675 
4 4800 1100 24 1650 -350 
5 4800 -2100 25 1650 -675 
6 3800 -2100 26 1450 -393 
7 1100 -2100 27 1900 -350 
8 0 -2100 28 1900 -200 
9 1100 1100 29 1900 200 

10 3800 1100 30 1900 400 
11 3800 600 31 2900 400 
12 3800 -675 32 3100 400 
13 3800 -1200 33 2900 200 
14 1650 -1200 34 2900 -200 
15 1100 -1200 35 2900 -350 
16 1100 100 36 3300 -1200 
17 1450 600 37 2600 -350 
18 1650 600 38 2800 -200 

• 19 3100 -350 39 1100 600 
20 3100 600 
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zone 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Table 4-2. zone definitions 

Coordinate 
numbers 

1- 2- 7- 8- 1 
2- 3.. 4- 9- 2 

10- 4- 5- 6-10 
15-13- 6- 7-15 
16-25-14-15-16 
39-17-26-16-39 

9-10-11-39- 9 
21-u-12-22-21 
25-22-36-14-25 
17-18-25-26-17 

4-6 

zone 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Coordinate 
numbers 

18-30-27-24-18 
18-20-32-30-18 
20-21-22-23-20 
31-32-19-35~31 
24-19-23-25-24 
30-31-33-29-30 
28-38-37-27-28 
38-34-35-37-38 
22-12-13-36-22 
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greater than 2000 ft from the target have generally been shown to have a very 
low probability of hitting the target (Twisdale and Dunn, 1981). 

4.2.2 Structures 

The structures modeled were those structures which have a significant 
bearing on missile injection (height or location) and/or on shielding the 
spray pond. The structures modeled explicitly do not include those struc
tures that are expected to be destroyed by a tornado (e.g., storage sheds)1 
these were treated instead as potential missile sources. Figure 4-3 identi
fies all structures modeled. The discussion here only addresses the non
target structures. 

The first two structures modeled were the cooling towers (15 and 16) 
which, when exposed to high winds, may fail and become a concentrated source 
of potential missiles. The cooling towers also represent a distinct type of 
missile (i.e., concrete fragments) which, at low elevations, present little 
hazard, but at higher elevations (up to 485 ft) represent a potential hazard. 
The next structure modeled is the power block (17), which represents the 
reactor and turbine enclosures. This structure, while it is far from the 
spray pond (1700 ft) and is on a zone that has a general elevation of about 
35 feet below the water level in the spray pond, represents a potential hazard 
because the buildings rise well above the reference elevation (the spr&y pond 
water level), and thus provide a favorable downward trajectory for missiles 
loca~ed on the roofs of the enclosures. The spray pond pump house (18) repre
sents a structure that serves as both a nearby source of missiles and as a 
barrier against low-flying missiles. The last two structures modeled represent 
a concentrate.:! source of missiles which is relatively close to the pond (19), 

and a mound of earth (20) which is best modeled as a structure, respectively. 
The position and dimensions of these structures are given in Table 4-3. 

4.2.3 Targets 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the portions of the plant that are treated as 
targets are those portions of the ESWS and RHRSWS not designed to withstand 
design basis tornados--namely the spray pond networks (1, 2, 3, 4) and their 
feeder pipes (5, 6, 7, 8), together with the cooling towers (9 through 16). 
The general location of these targets is indicated on Figure 4-3. 

Targets 1 through 4 are the spray nozzle networks which are modeled as 
boxes which extend 4 feet in each horizontal direction and 3 feet in the ver
tical direction about the volume totally enclosing the networks to account 
for the potential of offset impacts (Twisdale et al., 1978). 

Targets 5 through 8 are the Jo• schedule 20 feeder pipes that connect to 
spray networks 1 through 4, respectively. The WX dimension has been increased 
by a factor of ten, to prP.aent a larger target area to potential missiles as 
a means to improve the efficiency of the simulation, and then 4 feet w~s added 
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Figure 4-3. Plan view of Limerick structures and targ1t1. 
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• • • Table 4-3. Structure and t'rget description 

Tar et Surf.ce 

Reference Point lftl DiMensions (ftl Theta 
Thickness (inj 

Strength 
No. Type Description x y z NX WY wz (rad.) No. Mat'l Min Incr.-ent (pai) 

1 1 Spray nozzle network 1 1992 -105 0 166 218 10 0 1 1 0.258 O.HO 35,000 
2 1 0.258 o.oto 35,000 
l 1 0.258 0.040 35,000 
4 1 0.258 0.040 35,000 
5 1 0.258 0.040 35,000 
6 1 0.258 0.040 35,000 

2 l Spray nozzle network 2 2209 -105 0 166 218 10 0 l l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
2 1 0.258 0.040 35,000 
l l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
4 l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
5 1 0.258 0.040 35,000 
6 1 0.258 0.040 15,000 

3 1 Spray nozzle network 3 2425 -105 0 166 218 10 0 l l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
2 1 0.258 0.040 35,000 
3 l 0.258 0.040 15,000 
4 1 0.258 0.040 35,000 

• 5 l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
I 6 l 0.258 0.040 35,000 

\0 

4 l Spray nozzle network 4 2642 -105 0 166 218 10 0 l l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
2 l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
] l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
4 l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
5 l 0.258 0.040 35,000 
6 l 0.258 0.040 35,000 

--
5 l Feeder pipe 1 2059 -200 0 33 95 6 0 l l 0.354 0.012 30,000 

2 1 0.154 0.032 J0,000 
3 l 0.354 0.032 l0,000 
4 1 0.354 0.032 10,000 
5 1 0.354 0.012 30,000 
6 l 0.154 0.032 30,000 

6 l Feeder pipe 2 2276 -200 0 33 95 6 0 l l 0.154 0.012 J0,000 
2 1 0.354 0.032 30,000 
3 l 0.354 0.012 30,000 
4 1 0.354 0.012 30,000 
5 l 0.354 0.012 30,000 
6 l 0.154 0.032 30,000 



• • • Table 4-3. Structure and target description (continued) 

Tar et. Surface 

Thickness linl 
Reference Point. lft.I Di11ensions lftl Theta Strength 

No. Type Description x y z wx WY NZ (rad.) No. Mat'l Min Incre11ent (psi) 

7 l Peeder pipe l 2494 -200 0 33 95 6 0 1 l 0.354 0.032 30,000 
2 l 0.354 0.032 30,000 
3 1 0.354 0.032 30,000 
4 1 0.354 0.032 30,000 
5 1 0.354 0.032 30,000 
6 l 0.354 0.032 30,000 

8 l Feeder pipe 2 2709 -200 0 33 95 6 0 1 l 0.354 0.032 30,000 
2 l 0.354 0.032 30,000 
3 1 0.354 0.032 10.000 
4 l 0.354 0.032 30,000 
5 1 0.354 0.012 30,000 
6 l 0.354 0.032 30,000 

9 4 Cooling tower 1 2275 -950 69 250 0 6 0 l 0 3 2 6,000 
distribution flu11e 2 0 4.5 2 6,000 

3 -1 0 0 0 .. 
I 10 4 Cooling tower 2 3000 -950 69 250 0 6 0 l 0 3 2 6,000 ..... 

0 distribution flume 2 0 4.5 2 6,000 
3 -1 0 0 0 

11 4 Tower 1 curb wall 2275 -950 0 250 0 15 0 l 0 10 2 3,000 
2 0 10 2 3,000 
3 -1 0 0 0 

12 4 Tower 2 curb wall 3000 -950 0 250 0 15 0 1 0 10 2 3,000 
2 0 10 2 3,000 
3 -1 0 0 0 

13 4 Tower 1 fill area 2275 -950 15.5 250 0 53 0 1 0 3 2 6,000 
2 0 3 2 6,000 
] -1 0 0 0 

14 4 ~.JWer 2 fill area 3000 -950 15.5 250 0 53 0 1 0 3 2 6,000 
2 0 3 2 6,000 
3 -1 0 0 0 



• • • Table 4-3. Structure and target description (continued) 

'l·arget Surface 

Thlclmeu {in! 
Reference Point lftl Di•naions {ft! Theta Strength 

No. Type Description x y z wx NY NZ (rad.) No. Mat'l Min tncre•nt (psi) 

15 4 Tower l shell 2275 -950 75.5 185 0 20.5 0 l 0 12 2 4.ooo 
2 0 12 2 4.ooo 
3 -1 " 0 0 

16 • Tower 2 shell 3000 -950 75.5 185 0 20.5 0 l 0 12 2 •.ooo 
2 0 12 2 4.ooo 
3 -1 0 0 0 

17 1 Power block 2250 -1975 0 750 325 160 0 1 0 24 2 •.ooo 
2 l 24 2 4,000 
l l 24 2 4,000 
4 l 24 2 4,000 
5 1 24 2 4.000 
6 l 24 0 0 

.... 18 l Spray pone pumphouae 2325 -245 0 150 15 27 0 l 0 24 2 4,000 
I 2 1 24 2 4.ooo ...... 3 l 24 2 •.ooo ...... 

4 1 24 2 4.ooo 
5 l 24 2 4,000 
6 l 24 0 0 

. 
19 2 Warehouse 1650 50 0 500 200 9 0. 733 l 0 24 2 4,001'.1 

2 l 24 2 c.ooo 
) l 24 2 4,000 

• l 24 2 4,000 
5 l 24 2 4,000 
6 l 24 0 0 

20 2 Hill 1475 225 0 550 175 39 o. 733 l 0 24 2 4,000 
2 0 24 2 4,000 
l 0 24 2 4,000 
4 0 24 2 4.ooo 
5 0 24 2 4,000 
6 -1 0 0 0 
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to each side. To account for this increased target size, the TORMIS hit prob
abilities are subsequently reduced in the postprocessor analysis. 

Targets 9 through 6 are the Unit 1 and 2 cooling towers. Each tower is 
modeled using four targets representing the curb wall about the cooling tower 
basin, the distribution flume, the fill area and shell. Each of these targets 
is a right circular cylinder and the tower is modeled by stacking these one 
on the other. 

The positions and dimensions of the targets as modeled in TORMIS are 
given in Table 4-3, which also gives other information which is necessary 
input to TORMIS. For the cylindrical targets, WX is the radius and WZ the 
height. 

4.3 MISSILE CHARACTERIZATION 

4.3.1 Missile Spectrum 

The missile spectrum used as a basis for characterizing the various types 
of missiles that exist at the site consists of the 22 missile sets described 
in Table 4-4. These missiles are a subset of the basic missile spectrum 
developed by Twisdale et al. (1978) , which consists of 26 aerodynamic sets 
composed of various prismatic shapes and three material types. It is noted 
that each of the seven NRC missiles (USNRC, 1975) are included as special 
cases in this missile spectrum by proper specification of the depth dimension, 
d, the weight per unit length, w, and the minimum missile cross-sectional 
area, Amin (except that the 4-inch by 12-inch wood beam is modeled as 3-inch 
by 12-inch). 

4.3.2 Missile Population Distribution 

The missile populations for each zone and each missile type (Table 4-4) 
were estimated by performing a site-specific survey and studying aerial photo
graphs of the site. The results are given in Tables 4-5 and 4-6. A total of 
ll8,S73 potential missiles were specified in the 19 zones, and a total of 
3252 missiles were assumed to originate from the top of structures or from 
the failure of structures. In constructing these tables, the missile popula
tion survey data for the site were subdivided into unrestrained (N') and 
restrained (N") missile types; in the actual analysis, the total missile 
population per zone was conservatively treated as unrestrained missiles. 
This practice, although routine, is an added measure of conservatism in the 
analysis • 
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• Table 4-4. Limerick missile subset characteristics 

Weight 
Final per unit 

missile Description Depth length Amin Length, de 12th 
subset (typical) d (in.) (lb/ft) (in. 2) Minimum Maximum 

1 Rebar 1.00 2.67 0.79 36.0 36.0 
2 Gas cyliner 10.02 38.64 9.45 4.0 10.0 
3 Drum, tank 19.98 23.55 311. 60 2.3 6.0 
4a Utility pole 13.50 32.06 143 .10 31.1 31.l 
5 Cable reel 42.21 140. 70 126.60 o.s 0.6 
6a 3" pipe 3.50 7.58 2.20 34.3 34.3 
7a 6" pipe 6.63 18.90 5.60 27.2 27.2 
ea 12" pipe 12.75 49.60 14.60 14.l 14 .1 
9 Storaqe bin 38.40 112. so 40.50 1.0 11. 4 

10 Concrete frag. 88.00 1950.00 1936.00 1.0 3.0 
11 Wood beam 12.00 9.50 48.00 12.0 12.0 
12 Wood plank 12.00 3.30 12.00 a.a 12.0 
13 Metal siding 48.00 25.00 24.00 2.0 4.0 
14 Plywood sheet 48.00 15.02 50.74 2.0 2.0 
15 Wide flanqe 11.29 27.87 8.16 8.0 60.0 
16 Channel section 5.11 11.88 3.49 9.0 80.0 
17 Concrete panel 84.0 380.00 378.00 5.0 s.o 

• 18 Small eqpt. 46.48 44.02 4.63 1. 2 13.3 
19 Larg"! eqpt. 67.07 88.67 15.70 0.3 18.8 
20 Steel frame, 

grating 43.31 12.37 2.22 1.0 7.5 
21 Large st. frame 97.41 47.23 11.00 l.O s.o 
22 Vehicle 66.00 250.00 2574.00 2.9 2.9 

aoenoteu membership in NRC standard spectrum of missiles. 

• 
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• • • Table 4-5. Missile distribution by zone, all missiles 

Final Missile ori~in zone 
missile 
subset Description l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Rebar 0 300 560 2,430 110 965 1,600 100 550 1,300 
2 Gas cyliner 0 0 0 0 10 0 70 0 10 40 
3 Drum 0 0 0 0 10 0 230 0 20 150 
4 Utility pole 1,320 2,500 3,200 810 50 145 90 0 50 30 
5 Cable reel 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 0 10 0 
6 3" pipe 0 200 320 1,830 100 1,165 260 150 150 300 
7 6" pipe 0 220 520 1,330 0 1,165 3,250 0 10 350 
8 12" pipe 0 220 520 1,330 0 1,165 1,920 0 0 400 
9 Storage bin 0 0 0 0 10 0 590 3 6 275 

10 Concrete 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 so 0 
11 Wood beam 1,375 2,500 2,250 200 1,800 75 1,796 700 310 690 
12 Wood plank 1,375 2,500 2,250 200 1,122 75 155 800 1~195 70 
13 Metal siding 0 250 650 2,200 300 840 1,937 74 253 833 

~ 14 Plywood sheet 0 1,500 1,300 140 1,122 30 144 400 895 420 
I 15 Wide flange 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,535 0 50 1,320 .... 
~ 16 Channel section 0 220 520 1,830 244 1,165 2,964 412 437 627 

17 Concrete panel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 Small eqpt. 0 0 0 0 50 0 1,140 100 20 10 
19 Large eqpt. 0 0 0 0 10 0 25 0 15 42 
20 Grating 0 0 0 0 10 0 2,490 100 500 550 
21 Large frame 0 0 0 0 10 0 156 10 3 27 
22 Vehicle 0 70 510 470 15 0 399 850 26 20 

Totals 4,0?0 10,480 12,600 12,770 4,973 6,796 22,001 3,699 4,560 7,454 



• • • 
Table 4-S. Missile distribution by zon~ all missiles (continued) 

Final Missile origin zone 
missile 
subset Description 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Totals 

1 Rebar 0 0 0 0 2,200 0 300 0 750 11,165 
2 Gas cylinder 0 20 0 0 600 10 20 0 0 780 
3 Drum 10 0 0 0 200 10 s 0 20 655 
4 Utility pole 10 10 40 lS 12 0 0 6 0 8,288 
5 Cable reel 0 0 0 10 0 7 20 0 20 317 
6 3• pipe 20 8 0 20 700 0 sso 50 4,000 9,823 
7 6. pipe 4 50 0 2S 2SO 100 26 0 20 7,320 
8 12" pipe 20 so 0 20 30 55 0 0 350 6,080 
9 Storage bin 0 0 0 0 520 3 210 0 8 1,625 

10 Concrete 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 200 
11 Wood beam 100 292 20 10 2,100 200 146 200 422 15,186 
12 Wood plank 70 42 0 0 1,520 30 336 0 581 12,321 
13 Metal siding 40 12 0 0 526 60 2 0 844 8,821 .. 14 Plywood sheet so 47 0 0 790 25 39 0 217 7,119 

I 
15 Wide flange 620 100 0 0 800 0 150 0 250 5,825 ..... 

U1 
16 Channel section 370 156 0 0 1,580 0 183 0 1,008 11,716 
17 Concrete panel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 Small eqpt. 45 8 100 25 1,050 10 20 24 25 2,627 
19 Large eqpt. 9 0 0 0 40 74 2 0 6 223 
20 Grating 602 8 0 0 190 0 10 0 340 4,800 
21 Large frame 2 so 0 0 25 0 0 0 10 293 
22 Vehicle 4 150 250 200 300 65 4 300 150 3,789 

Totals 1,976 1,003 410 325 13, 583 649 2,023 580 9,021 118,973 
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Table 4-6. Missile distribution for structure origin, 
all missiles 

Structure 

17 18 19 15 16 

Spray 
Power pond Cooling Cooling 

Description block pump house Warehouse tower 1 tower 2 

Rebar 
Gas cylinder 10 
Drum 7 
Utility pole 5 
Cable reel 1,200 
3" pipe 50 10 
6" pipe 50 10 
12" pipe 50 
Storage bin 40 
Concrete frag. 344 344 
Wood beam 8 100 
Wood plank 40 
Metal siding 275 
Plywood sheet 
Wide flange 
Channel 

section 300 
Concrete panel 160 160 
small eqpt. 4 40 
Large eqpt. 11 
Grating 1 30 
Large frame 1 
Vehicle 2 

Totals 725 33 1,486 504 504 

4-16 

Totals 

10 
7 
5 

1,200 
60 
60 
50 
40 

688 
108 

40 
275 

300 
320 

44 
11 
31 

l 
2 

3,252 
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The failure of structures which are not designed to withstand the forces 
of tornadic winds was included in the assessment of the potential missiles by 
estimating the numbers and the characteristics of missiles thct could be 
injected into the wind field on the collapse of a structure. Table 4-7 shows 
the conversion table used for the structures surveyed at the site to estimate 
the numbers and types of potential missiles. 

Missiles produced from failure of the cooling towers were characterized 
by two different types of missile. First from each tower 344 potential mis
siles were assumed to be generated from break up of the cooling tower shell. 
These fragments had a cross section of 2 feet 10 inches by 7 feet 4 inches 
with lengths varying uniformly from 7 feet 6 inches to 22 feet. These frag
ments represent about one tenth of the volume of concrete of the tower shell. 
secondly, it was assumed that, from each tower 160 concrete panels with 
dimensions 4~ inches by 84 inches by 35 feet were potential missiles 
originating from the canopy inside the distribution flume area. 

4.3.3 Missile Injection Heights 

A distinction can be made between potential missiles stored without sig
nificant physical constraints, which are thus relatively free to respond to 
the wind forces of a passing tornado, and those stored such that release to 
the wind field requires that some significant restraints be overcome, such as 
a structural failure. The first population, designated N' and called mini
mally restrained missiles, includes those objects whose motions can be 
assumed to be dependent upon the individual aerodynamic response of each 
object and whose injection motion is not substantially blocked by other 
obstacles. For this population, the objective of the '.njection methodology 
is to provide missile release conditions to the tornad<' that are conservative 
and also account for the inherent prediction uncertainties in the complex 
injection process. The second population, denoted N• and called significant
ly restrained missiles, basically includes all those potential missiles whose 
responses to the tornado would depend significantly on the response of adja
cent objects, i.n addition to their own aerodynamic characteristics. Addi
tional restraint forces must be overcome prior to the motion of these objects 
~nd subsequent restraints may impede transport. The injection methodology 
for this class accounts for the magnitude and the sequential nature of these 
restraining effects. 

Twisdale et al. (1981) describe an injection model for minimally re
strained missiles that was designed to ~elease potential missiles to the wind 
field at a time that would be expected to lead to maximum missile transport. 
This •optimum transport• injection model leads to conservative estimates of 
hit and damage probabilities. While an option exists in ~RMIS for modeling 
the restrained missiles, in this study the potential missile population is 
conservatively =imulated using the optimum transport injection model, i.e., 
all the characterized missiles are treated as members of the N' population • 
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Table 4-7. Limerick missile characterization 

Assumed number of unrestrained missiles from structure failure 

1. Metal siding structures: 

S channel 
10 metal siding 

2. Trailer: 

20 beams 
10 planks 
10 plywood sheets 
10 channel 

3. Wood structures: 

30 plywood sheets 
20 beams 
20 planks 
S channels 

per 1000 ft2 per floor 

per 1000 ft2 per floor 

4. Plastic wall, metal frame structures: 

s. 

10 channel 
5 planks 
S plywood sheets 

Brick/stone house: 

20 plywood sheets 
20 beams 
20 planks 
5 small eqpt. 
5 frame/grating 
5 3• pipe 

per 1000 ft2 per floor 

per 1000 f t2 per floor 
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In 'l'ORMIS, the heights at which missiles are injected are assumed uni
formly distributed over specified intervals above the reference elevation by 
missil~ subset and missile origin zone. The reference elevation is taken to 
be the water elevation in the pond. The injection elevations were estimated 
on the basis of the distribution of the centers of mass l')f missiles in tl.e 
injection domain. Table 4-8 lists the minimum and maximum injection heights 
above the reference elevation (z • 0) for each missile subset and zone. 
Accounted for within the maximum initial elevation of a missile is the height 
at which temporary structures would produce missiles when destroyed by the 
tornado winds. In Table 4-9, the minimum and maximum injection heights above 
roof elevation for the structure-origin missiles are given. 

The modeling of the s.1 te as a single elevation is, because of the topo
graphy of the site which to the south and west generally slopes downward from 
the banks of the spray pond, a conservative approach. However, there are 
areas of the plant which are above the elevation of the spray pond. In order 
to represent this increased elevation, an increase of an appropriate amount 
to the injection heights of missiles from those areas was made. Also, in the 
case of zone 4, which represents a significant population of missiles that 
are well below the reference elevation, this reduced elevation was compensated 
for by reducing the postulated injection heights. 

4.4 DAMAGE CRITERIA 

The 'l'ORMIS methodology evaluates target damage due to tornado missile 
impact by scoring the following events: 

1. Missile hit, or impact, on the target. 

2. Missile hit on the target with impact velocity Vi >Vi*· 

3. Local effects missile damage to the target, i.e., perforation of 
steel targets and either scabbing or perfora~ion of reinforced con
crete targets. 

4. Velocity exceedance for 4 impact speeds for the automobile missile.* 

This damage assessment capability has been used in the Limerick spray 
pond and cooling tower analysis. In addition, a windspeed exceedance cri
teria has been added to the scoring to enable assessment of cooling tower 
failure due to severe winds. The methods used to assess damage to each of 
the targets is discussed in the following subsections. It should be noted 
that a spray network is assumed damaged if either the network itself is dam
aged or its feeder pipe is damaged. 

*The automobile is considered a •soft• missile whose impact invokes an 
overall structural response failure mode, in contrast to a local penetration 
failure caused by rigid or •hard• missiles • 
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• • Table 4-8. Injection Height Intervals \bove Reference Elevation By Subset 
Number and Zone 

Missile Origin Zone 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Injection 
Missile Height 
Subset Parameters 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

ll 

14 

15 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Ma:x 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Ma:x 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Max 

Min 
Ma:x 

Min 
i"'.ax 

l l 
20 30 

1 
s 

1 l 
.. 20 

3 
6 

2 
4 

20 20 20 i 2 20 
40 40 40 20 20 40 

5 5 
20 2S 

l 
s 

5 5 l 
20 25 20 

5 5 l 
20 2S 20 

l s 
4 20 

2 
6 

5 
20 

5 
20 

20 20 20 1 1 10 
so so so 30 12 2S 

20 20 20 1 1 10 
SO SO SO JO lS 2S 

15 15 l l 10 
25 30 10 6 25 

15 15 1 1 10 
25 25 10 15 25 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Injection Height Interval (feet) 

1 23 9 
10 32 16 

1 
4 

l 
5 

1 
6 

10 6 
14 10 

10 
14 

l 
4 

4 
6 

l 
5 

s 
12 

10 
14 

7 
14 

ll 
17 

6 15 
7 17 

6 14 
7 16 

13 
20 

14 
16 

10 
20 

10 
20 

1 12 l 31 24 14 
2 22 10 41 34 24 

22 
32 

2 
5 

10 
12 

l 23 9 l 3 l 
4 15 10 52 11 10 

l 
10 

1 
6 

9 
11 

l 23 10 
10 30 14 

10 
18 

l 12 
6 32 

2 6 
4 10 

l 
6 

l 
2 

l 
4 

1 23 1 l 3 l 22 
20 S2 15 15 17 15 27 

l 23 1 1 3 l 
4 52 15 15 17 15 

l 23 9 l 3 1 
15 47 38 25 22 15 

l 23 1 1 l 1 
15 52 15 15 17 15 

l 
10 

9 
10 

l 
2 

3 
5 

l 
3 

16 
18 

6 14 
9 16 

13 
16 

15 5 
18 12 

ll 15 ll 
17 17 20 

15 
18 

15 
18 

15 
18 

5 
9 

5 ll 
7 32 

6 14 
9 24 

6 
14 

6 
9 

7 14 
9 22 

ll 
14 

ll 
18 

14 
18 

1 5 5 13 13 13 
4 19 19 27 14 27 

5 
19 

5 ll 
9 27 

s 5 13 
29 12 27 

5 5 13 
19 9 27 

5 
7 

13 
17 

ll 
37 

ll 
37 

ll 
37 

13 
24 
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Table 4-8. Injection Height Intervals Above Reference Elevation By Subset 

Nullber and Zone (continued) 

Miaaile Origin Zone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

--
Injection 

Missile Height 
Subtlet Par-tera Injection Height Interval (feet) 

16 Min 15 15 1 1 10 1 23 9 1 3 1 5 13 13 

Max 25 30 10 15 25 15 n 38 25 22 15 29 27 37 

17 Min 
Max 

l!J Min 2 l 2l 10 2 4 l 22 15 5 5 ll 42 13 

~ Max 10 6 52 14 4 34 15 41 34 24 12 20 44 22 
I 

N 
...... 19 Min 2 5 11 2 8 7 9 13 13 

Max 10 10 19 10 14 14 14 22 22 

20 Min 2 l 21 9 1 3 l 6 ll 14 

Max 6 15 52 18 3 8 15 9 22 22 

21 Mi:a 2 l 27 9 l 12 l 6 16 

Max 10 100 37 18 10 22 ;.5 14 24 

22 Min 5 5 s 5 5 5 27 ll 5 7 5 26 19 26 9 17 17 11 

Max 10 10 10 10 10 10 37 18 10 12 10 31 24 ll 14 22 22 22 

• 



• 
Missile 
subset 

1 

2 

3 

4 

• 5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

• 14 

Table 4-9. Injection height intervals above structur~ 
top by subset and structure 

St~ucture origin no. 17 18 19 15 

Structure height (ft) 160 27 9 96 

Injection 
height Injection height interval 

Description parameters (feet) 

Rebar Min 
Max 

Gas cylinder Min l 
Max 3 

Drum Min 4 
Max 8 

Utility pole Min 10 
Max 20 

Cable reel Min 1 
Max 5 

3" pipe Min l l 
Max 5 10 

6" pipe Min l 1 
Max 5 3 

12" pipe Min l 
Max 5 

Storage bin Min 3 
Max 8 

Concrete Min 383 
fragment Max 483 

Wood beam Min l 1 
Max 2 4 

Wood plank Min l 
Max 10 

Metal siding Min 1 
Max s 

Plywood sheet Min 
Max 
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Missile 
subset 

15 

16 

17 

18 

• 19 

20 

21 

22 

• 

Table 4-9. Injection height intervals above structure 
top by subset and structure (continued) 

Structure origin no. 17 18 19 15 

Structure height (ft) 160 27 9 96 

Injection 
height Injection height interval 

Description parameters (feet) 

Wide flange Min 
Max 

Channel Min 1 
section Max 5 

Concrete panel Min 1 
Max 2 

Small eqpt. Min 1 3 
Max 20 20 

Large eqpt. Min 5 
Max 15 

Grating Min 3 1 
Max 4 10 

Large frame Min 10 
Max 15 

Vehicle Min 5 
Max 10 
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4.4.1 SPRAY NE'IWORK 

Each spray network consists of 60 nozzle assemblies (with 4 spray arms 
for each nozzle assembly) and various size piping that distributes water to 
the nozzles. Figure 4-4 illustrates the spray pond network arrangement. The 
plan area of a network is about 205 ft x 150 ft • 30,750 ft.2 Damage to a 
network is related to loss of cooling capacity of the network and can vary 
from marginal loss of spray effectiveness to total loss of spray augmentation. 
For example, a few trrnado missile imp~cts on nozzle assemblies would be 
expected to reduce the cooling capacity of the network by several percent 
(Arizona Public Services Company, 1982). On the other hand, if 20 percent of 
the nozzles were damaged and one or more of the 10 inch or 16 inch distribution 
pipes were perforated by tornado missiles, then the cooling capacity of the 
damaged network would be greatly reduced. Bence, network damage is related 
to the numbers and types of missiles as well as the missile impact character
istics. However, in vlew of the complicated geometry and varied fragility of 
the components that comprise a network, the following simple and conservative 
approach has been used in the damage assessment: 

1. A control volume is placed around each network such that the dimen
sions enclose all the nozzle assemblies and distribution pipes. This 
control volume is a rectangular box, as shown in Figure 4-5. 

2. A single missile is assumed to be capable of damaging a network; 
i.e., the TORMIS scoring criterion in which damage can be produced 
by a single missile is maintained. In view of the discussion above 
this is clearly conservative • 

3. Each missile that hits the control volume is assumed to strike the 
weakest component in the network arrangement. Since it was not known 
a priori which failure mode would be weakest, two different modes 
were investi9ated1 perforation of the thinnest distriLution pipe 
(see S), and rupture of a spray arm (see 6). 

4. The damage potenti~l of each missile that hits the control volume is 
related to the effective impact velocity Vi'· The effective velo
city takes into account the obliquity and noncollinearity of the 
missile, as described in ""~:~dale et al. (1981). 

5. The perforation failure mode is evaluated by using a control volume 
thickness that is equal to the minimum wall thickness of the distri
bution pipes in the network. This thickness is 0.365 inches, which 
correEponds to the nominal wall thickness of the 10 inch distribu
tion pipe, as noted in Table 4-10. Since the top surface of the 
control volume presents an oblique surface to predominantly horizon
tal missile motion, its thickness has been reduced to simulate pipe 
curvature. That is, since a 45 degree incoming missile trajectory 
could hit a pipe in a near normal impact, the control volume wall 
thicknesses are reduced by cos 450 • 0.707 to simulate an inclined 
target su1face (see Twisdale et al. {1981 and 1978) for discussion 
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• • Table 4-10. Spray network and feeder pipe sizes and modeled thicknesses 

Yield Nominal wall 
stress thickness, t 

Target Component Specification (ksi) (in.) 

Spray network Spray arm 2-in. Sch 160 35 0.344 
Riser 4-in. Sch 80 35 0.337 
Distribution pipe 6-in. Sch 60 35 0.432 
Distribution pipe 10-in. Sch 40 35 0.365 
Distribution pipe 18-in. Std 35 0.375 

Feeder pipes Feeder pipes 30-in. Sch 80 30 0.500 

aThe spray arms and riser pipes are treated in the overall response failure mode. 

• 
Obliquity 
adjustment 
t•COS 450 

_a 

0.305 
0.258 
0.265 

0.354 
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6. 

7. 

of obliquity and noncollinearity effects). Hence, to reflect the 
obliquity of impacts on the roof of the control volume, a thickness 
of 0.365 cos 450 • 0.258 inches is used. It is recognized that this 
correction is a very simple adjustment and is one that is felt to be 
conservative. There are other factors that suggest that a concept 
of equivalence between pipe wall perforation and the use of a flat 
control volwne surface should actually require an increase in the 
effective wall thicknesses, These factors include increased pene
tration resistance due to pipe wall curvature, increase likelihood 
of ricochet from an end-on impact on a small diameter curved sur
face, and the fact that every missile that enters the control volume 
would not hit a pipe of a particular thickness. 

The overall structural response failure mode is evaluated for the 
most fragile structural element in the network, which is the 2 lnch 
spray arm cantilevered 5 feet from the junction box. The imp~ct 
velocities required by each missile to snap-~ff a spray arm have 
been estimated and input to TORMIS. Hence, ~ach missile that hits 
the control volume with an effective velocity Vi greater than (Vi')j 
is assumed to damage the network, where j denotes mis~ile type. For 
missiles whose weight exceeds the yield capacity of the spray arm, 
(Vi')j = O and hence missile entrance is equiv~lent to damage. 

The failure mode (local perforation or spray arm rupture) that 
results in the higher probability of damage is used as the estimator 
of network failure probability • 

The models used to perform the perforation failure mode calculation are 
described in Twisdale et al. (1981 and 1978). For the spray arm failure 
mode, the dynamic model, example calculations, and (V1'>j for each missile 
type are given in Appendix C. 

4.4.2 FEEDER PIPE 

A 30 inch main feeder pipe provides water to each network. The pipe is 
buried over most of its length, but extends out of the ground surface at the 
edge of the spray pond. The pipe is modeled as a target from the point at 
which it is unprotected and above the ground surface to its connection point 
at the spray network. The pipe is assumed to be damaged if it is perforated 
by ~ tornado missile. The pipe is modeled as a rectangular box with wall 
thickness 0.354 inch, as noted in Table 4-10. An overall response failure 
mode has not been evaluated for the feeder pipe. Damage to a feeder pipe is 
equivalent to damaging the network. 

4.4.3 COOLING TOWER 

By virtue of their heights above grade, the cooling towers are vulner
able principally to direct wind pressures. Hence, tornado winds of suffi
cient magnitude are assumed to fail a tower and produce missiles that could 
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impact other taigets such as the adjacent tower or the spray pond area. For 
winds less than the tower failure speed, the cooling tower basin wall, the 
distribution flume and fill areas are vulnerable to missile impact. Both 
direct wind damage and missile damage are considered in the TORMIS analysis. 

4.4.3.l Wind Damage 

The cooling towers have been designed for a basic wind of 90 mph at 
30 feet above grade and up to 135 mph at 500 feet above grade (PECo, Ques
tion 410.70, Rev. 22). According to Bechtel (1983), the towers are expected 
to fail in tornado winds of about 150 mph. This estimate of failure windspeed 
is consistent with typical factors of safety in the design codes and the per
formance of the Grand Gulf cooling tower in an F2 tornado. McDonald (1978), 
Fujita and McDonald (1978), Rotz (1978), and Twisdale (1978) have discussed 
the effects of the storm. The center of the storm, which was estimated to 
have peak gusts in the 140 mph range (Twisdale et al. 1981) encompassed the 
tower, which was under construction at the 440 foot elevation above grade. 
The tower was damaged locally at the construction height as a result of failure 
of the construction tower crane. The horizontal crane boom was located above 
the shell rim. The crane failed in the tornado wind and the vertical stem of 
the crane damaged the upper rim of the cooling tower shell. The pieces of 
concrete and crane boom fell just outside the cooling tower shell. The only 
damage to the tower was that caused by the collapse of the crane. Hence, the 
150 mph estimate quoted in Bechtel (1983) is judged reasonable for hyperbolic 
cooling towers. The mode of failure of the Limerick towers in tornado winds 
is expected to be local buckling, as there is a factor of safety against over
turning of about 1.5 for 360 mph winds. 

For the Limerick towers, the tornado windspeed assumed to cause failure 
is 140 mph at the centerline of the tower at half height. This value has 
been set below the 150 mph speed estimated in Bechtel (1983) to reflect uncer
tainties in the Grand Gulf tornado winds and the exact nature of turbulence 
and pressure distribution arising from small core tornado interaction with 
cooling towers. 

4.4.3.2 Missile Damage 

The tower basin area is vulnerable to windborne missile damage to the 
distribution flume, riser pipes, and curb wall. Missile perforation of the 
curb wall would result in rapid loss of water and perforation of the distribu
tion flume would be expected to degrade cooling tower performance by allowing 
a flow path by which the water could bypass much of the fill area. Hence, 
these targets have been modeled explicitly in TORMIS. Potential damage to 
the riser pipes is assessed by evaluating those missiles that enter the basin 
area for their dama~e potential • 
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4.S SUMMARY 

This chapter and Chapter 3 have documented the input to TORMIS with 
respect to modeling the site in terms of the potential missiles, the targets, 
and the tornado characteristics expected in the region around Limerick. As 
explained previously, 'l'ORMIS estimates the frequency of single events or at 
most the union of two events. In this study, the failure criteria are in 
terms of the union of several events. This is handled by having the results 
of TORMIS, which are given as the frequency with which one or more missiles 
strikes or damages the target, written onto a tape which is used to input the 
information into a postprocessor code TORSCR. Use of this code and the 
results of the study obtained by using it are given in Chapter S • 
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Chapter 5 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 lNTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this analysis was to estimate the frequency with which 
10 CPR Part 100 limits would be exceeded at Limerick Generating Station as a 
direct result of wind missile related damage on the ultimate heat sink. In 
Chapter 2 of this report compound events designated T and v were defined. 
Both of these events were unione of more fundamental events1 for instance, 
event V was defined as the event: tornado missile damage to at least three 
out of four of the spray networks and damage to both cooling towers. Both of 
these compound events are necessary precursors to exceeding 10 CFR Part 100 
limits under certain assumptions: 

1. For Event T, the assumption is that only Unit 1 is operational 
2. For Event v, the assumption is that both units are operational 

In order to estimate the frequency of exceeding 10 CFR Part 100 limits, it is 
therefore necessary to estimate the frequencies of events T and v. The tool 
used to do this was the computer code TORMIS-L (a version of the EPRI code 
TORMIS modified for this specific problem) supplemented by a probability 
manipulation code TORSCR. TORMIS-L was used to sample from. the distribution 
of tornado characteristics and for each tornado sampled to evaluate the con
ditional probability of the fundamental events making up the co~pound 
events T and v. So, for example, TORMIS-L evaluated the conditional proba
bility that each spray network in turn was damaged or that each cooling tower 
was damaged, for each tornado generated by the sampling scheme in TORMIS-L. 

The distribution on tornado characteristics used in the analysis was 
described in Chapter 3. The model used to characterize the site in terms of 
the structures and the potential missiles was discussed in Chapter 4. In 
Chapter 4, the damage criteria used to specify when a particular target was 
assumed to be failed were discussed. For the spray networks two damage cri
teria were specified; the first was that if one or more missiles entered the 
network with a velocity high enough to rupture a spray arm the network was 
considered failed, secondly if one or more missiles entered the network with 
sufficient velocity to perforate the thinnest of the distribution pipes the 
network was considered failed. The criterion which resulted in the highest 
frequency w&s used to give the final result of this study. A spray network 
was also considered failed if its feeder pipe was perforated by one or more 
missiles. The cooling towers were assumed to be failed if the wind velocity 
experienced at half height exceeded 140 mph, or if either the distribution 
flume or the curb around the cooling tower basin was penetrated by a 
missile. 

The code 'l'ORSCR was used to estimate the conditional probability of each 
compound event T and V given the occurrence of the tornado sampled. The 
overall unconditional frequency of each event was calculated by summing the 
products of the frequency of the sampled tornado and the conditional proba
bility of the event. This chapter describes the results of the analysis • 
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Two hundred forty thousand missile histories were simulated from 320 
tornado strikes with Fl through FS intensities. These simulations represent 
tornado activity at the plant corresponding to over 457,000 years of ~Fl 
tornado windspeed occurrences1 625,000 years of ~ F2 tornado windspeed occur
rencesr 1,200,000 years of ~ F3 windspeed occurrences; 4,000,000 years of 
~ P4 windspeed occurrences and 20,000,000 years of ~ FS tornado windspeed 
occurrences.• These simulations provide the basis of the estimates for the 
frequencies of events T and V presented in Section 5.2. 

5.2 FREQUENCIES OF EVENTS T AND V 

The results of the analysis for the frequencies of these events are dis
cussed below and are summarized in Table 5-1. Two results are given: the 
first corresponds to assuming damage when one or more missiles enter with 
enough velocity to rupture a spray arm, and the second corresponds to assum
ing damage when one or more missiles enter with enough velocity to perforate 
the wall of the thinnest pipe. The results using the first damage criterion 
are greater than those using the second criterion in all cases and are taken 
as the appropriate conservative estimates. 

The frequency estimates in Table 5-1 are in units yr-1. The total fre
quency for each event is given under the •All" heading and is the sum of each 
F-scale frequency. The two-sided 95 percent confidence bounds have been cal
culated from the sample variances, which are given in Table 5-2. In general, 
the upper confidence limit is about twice the mean value. The expressions 
for the variance and confidence bound estimates are given in Twisdale et al • 
(1981). It is noted that the confidence bounds in Table 5-1 reflect only the 
statistical uncertainty resulting from the Monte Carlo calculation: they do 
not reflect model uncertainties or uncertainties in the tornado occurrence 
rates. However, these modeling uncertainties have been accounted for by vir
tue of the fact that the analysis presented here is a conservative calcula
tion. A more realistic calculation would be expected to produce results 
which are much n~re than a factor of two less than the mean value quoted 
here. 

The following subsections discuss the results by event. 

5.2.l EVENT T 

Event T corresponds to damage to 4 out of 4 networks and the Unit 1 
cooling tower. Fl tornados cannot contribute to event T since cooling tower 

• Estimated by the relation y - (Mp~p )/P(V~F ), where y is the time 
period in years, Mp>.Pj is the number of toraadoes si~ulated with windspeed 
~Pj intensity, and P(V~VF;) is the probability per year of exceeding the Fj 
intensity lower bound winaspeed • 
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Table 5-l. Base case frequency estimates by event and 
network damage criteria 

Network 
damage TOrnado Freguenc~ estimates i12er ~earl 

criterion intensity Event T Event V 

Rupture of Fl •b * 
spray arma F2 * * 

F3 * * 
F4 6.2 x io-7 7.2 x io-7 
FS 3.9 x io-a 7.2 x io-a 

All 6.6 x io-7 7.9 x 10-7 

95% conf. (0,l.4 X 1Q-6)C co,2.2 x io-6) 
bounds 

Perforation Fl * * 
of pipe waua F2 * * 

Fl * * 
F4 2.9 x io-7 7.2 x lo-7 
FS 4.7 x 10-B LO x io-B 

All 2.9 x io-7 7.3 x 10-7 

95% conf. co,e.6 x lo-7> (0, 2.1 x 10-6) 
bounds 

aRupture of spray arm and perforation of pipe wall refer to the damage 
criteria for the networks themselves; perforation of the feeder pipes consti
tutes damage in both cases. 

Drhe asterisk indicates no event successes were obtained in the TORMIS 
simulations. 

cThe 95 percent confidence interval reflects the statistical uncertainty 
in the Monte Carlo method • 
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Table 5-2. Base case variances by event and network damage criteria 

Network 
damage 

criterion 

Rupture of 
spray arma 

Perforation 
of pipe walla 

Tornado 
intensity 

Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 
FS 

All 

Fl 
F2 
Fl 
F4 
rs 

All 

Variance 
Event T 

•b 

* 
* 

1.4 x lo-13 
4.S x 10-16 

1.4 x 10-13 

* 
* 
* 

8.3 x lo-14 
1.3 x io-17 

8.3 x 10-14 

estimates {E!!r ~earl 
Event V 

* 
* 
* 

S.l x lo-13 
3.9 x lo-1s 

5.2 x lo-13 

* 
* 
* 

5.1 x 10-13 
1.0 x lo-16 

5.1 x io-13 

aRupture of spray arm and perforation of pipe wall refer to the damage 
criteria for the networks themselves1 perforation of the feeder pipes consti
tutes damage in both cases. 

Drhe asterisk indicates no event successes were obtained in the TORMIS 
simulations • 
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• failure ia postulated to occur for windspeeds >140 mph. No P2 or P3 tornados 
contributed to event T in the current simulation sample size. The tornados 
are not, in general, wide enough or strong enough to both ~amage a tower and 
transport missiles into all four networks. 

Bence, the approximately 700 feet separation of the towers from the spray 
pond aignif icantly reduces the chance of both cooling tower and spray pond 
damage in the same tornado. Basically, event T damage requires a relatively 
wide tornado whose path center line passes near the towers and spray networks 
such that the strong winds affect both the pond area and encompass the Unit 1 
cooling tower. The estimate of the frequency of T are 2.9 x io-7 per year 
for the perforation criterion and 6.6 x io-7 per year for spray arm rupture. 

5.2.2 EVENT V 

Event v corresponds to damage to at least 3 out of 4 networks and 2 out 
of 2 cooling towers. The results in Table S-1 indicate that the estimated 
frequencies are not significantly different from those for event T. The fact 
that damage to only three networks is necessary counterbalances the fact that 
both towers must be failed. The frequencies are 7.3 x io-7 for the perfora
tion criterion and 7.9 x io-7 for the rupture criterion. Again, no Fl, F2, 
or P3 tornados contributed to these frequencies. 

• 5.3 ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE 'IORMIS-L RESULTS 

• 

This section discusses additional analyses of the results of TORMIS-L 
that serve to supplement the frequency evaluations discussed in Section 5.2. 

5.3.1 DAMAGE FREQUENCY OF CURB WALL 

The cooling tower curb wall is an essential component to the operation 
of the cooling towers. The walls were modeled as target numbers 11 and 12 in 
the TORMIS analysis, which provides estimates of the frequency of tornado 
missile perforation of these wall&. These targets were not included in the 
TORSCR analysis, but they have been analyzed directly from the TORMIS output.* 

Table 5-3 summar.izes the results of the review of the TORMIS-L simula
tions. The probabilities of perforating the curb wall targets were taken 
directly from TORMIS. They indicate that the probability of perforating the 

*These targets were added late in the project schedule, after the TORSCR 
program had been debugged and verified • 
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Tornado 
intensity 

Fl 
F2 
F3 
P4 
FS 

All 

Table 5-J. Tower curb wall damage frequencies 

Perforate 
curb wall 

•b 
6.8 x 10-6 
1.8 x lo-6 
3.2 x 10-6 
3.7 x lo-7 

1.2 x 10-S 

Tower 1 
Perforate given 

no damage for events 
T and va 

* • 
* 
* • 
• 

Perforate 
curb wall 

* 
7.0 x lo-6 
5.1 x lo-6 
s.o x lo-7 
2.9 x lo-7 

l. 3 x 10-S 

Tower 2 
Perforate given 

no damage for events 
T and V 

* 
* 
* • 
• 
• 

aThat is, perforations that result in damage given that (1) the towers 
have not failed and (2) at least 3 networks have been damaged. 

~he asterisk indicates no damages were obtained in TORMIS simulation • 
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curb wall for each of the towers is about 1 x lo-5 per year. To determine if 
curb wall perforation would have contributed to the probabilities of events T 
and V in Table 5-1, the 'l'ORMIS outputs were reviewed in detail for each tor
nado strike and each F-scale. The results indicate that all of the curb wall 
perforations occurred as a result of tornado damage to the towers in which 
less than 3 networks were damaged and/or the towers were already considered 
as damaged from the windspeed exceedance criteria. Hence, perforation of the 
curb wall does not contribute to events T and v and the results in Table 5-1 
do not need to be modified. It is noted that these results were expected in 
view of the 10-inch wall thickness and the fact that missile transport on the 
tower is closely correlated to windspeed, for which the tower is assumed to 
fail if V > 140 mph. 

5.3.2 MISSILE CHARACTERISTICS - SPRAY NETWORKS 

The spray pond networks have been evaluated for missile damage by con
sidering distribution and feeder pipe perforation as well as rupture of the 
spray arm due to missile impact. Table 5-1 summarizes the damage frequencies 
for both failure modes. As indicated earlier, rupture of the spray arm gives 
the greater frequencies and hence provides the Jll()St conservative estimate of 
the failure frequency. 

An evaluation of the typea of missiles that contribute to these damage 
modes has been made from the TORMIS outputs. Table 5-4 summarizes the types 
of missiles and their mean effective impact velocities for those missiles 
that hit the network control volumes. For the Fl intensity only 5 of the 22 
missile types were transported into the networks. These 5 are the lighter 
weight missiles and include wood beams and planks, metal siding, plywood sheets 
and metal grating. The F2 tornadoes transported these missiles as well as 
channel sections and small equipment. F3 tornadoes introduced wide flange 
sections and steel frames with F4 tornadoes adding 3-inch pipes. The F5 
tornadoes transported these missiles as well as rebar, drums, cable reels, 
6-inch pipes, storage bins, and two vehicles into the pond area. As expected, 
the mean effective velocity of these missiles tend to increase with F-scale, 
except where there is a small sample size. 

Comparison of the missiles listed in Table 5-4 with the missile spectrum 
(Table 4-4) indicates that the following missiles were not transported into 
the networks in the TORMIS simulations: 

Missile 
Subset 

2 
4 
8 

10 
17 
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Table 5-4. Effective velocities of missiles entering spray networks 

Subset 
number 

1 

3 

5 

6 

7 

9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Missile type 

Description 

Rebar 

Drum 

Cable reel 

3" pipe 

6" pipe 

Storage bin 

Wood beam 

Wood plank 

Metal siding 

Plywood sheet 

Wide flange 

Channel section 1 

Small eqpt. 

Large eqpt. 

Grating 

Large frame 

Vehicle 

208 

44 

33 

62 

32 

0 

42 

93 

31 

51 

0 

35 

0 

0 

38 

0 

0 

Mean effective impact velocity, 
Vi' (ft/sec) 

Fl 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

34 

24 

25b 

64 

• 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

Tornado intensity 

F2 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
• 

36 

30 

75 

79 

• 

• 
40 

• 
* 

Fl 

* 
• 
* 

• 
Jlb 

33 

32 

92 

F4 

• 
* 
• 
18 

* 
ob 

38 

55 

75 

80 101 

::sb 32b 

27 38 

Jlb 34 

* • 

* 

87 

6Bb 

* 

F5 

46 

36b 

79b 

23 

l6b 

93b 

83 

59 

118 

76 

26 

44 

38 

99b 

74 

79b 

117c 

aThe asterisk indicates no missiles of this type entered the spray 
networks for this F-category tornado. 

bsample size is less than 5. 
CVelocity shown is actual impact velocity (Vi) and not effective velocity. 
dEffective velocity to rupture spray arm as evaluated in Appendix c . 
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This analysis thua indicates that it is extremely unlikely that cooling tower 
failure (which was assumed to produce missile types 10 and 17) could generate 
missiles that would be transported into the spray pond or affect the other 
tower. Bence, these results suggest that the separation distances from the 
tower to the pond, and tower to tower at Limerick are adequate to take advant
age of the redundancy in the !SW and 1UIRSW heat sinks afforded their by 
physical separation. 

S.3.3 MISSILE CBARACTl!!RISTICS - COOLING ~ PILL AREA 

The cooling tower fill areas were not treated explicitly as safety related 
targets in the TORSCR analysis. Due to the nature of the fill construction, 
missiles that enter the fill area would not necessarily lead to significant 
damage or d99rade the cooling capability of the tower. Bence, in view of the 
difficulty in establishing a damage criteria for the fill area, an evaluation 
of the types of missiles that hit the cooling tower fill (Targets 13 and 14) 
has been made. 

Table 5-5 summarizes the mean effective velocities of those missiles 
that hit Targets 13 and 14. Por Pl tornadoes, the missiles listed include 
all those that hit the fill targets. For P2 through PS tornadoes, the missiles 
listed are thoae that hit the fill durinc; tcrnadoes whose windspeed did not 
exceed the capacity of the towers. Bence, Table 5-5 provides the indication 
of the effective velocities of those missiles that entered the fill area when 
the towers did not experience winds 140 mph. 

Table 5-5 summarizes the type of debris that could be transported into 
the fill area. A high percentage of this debris would tend to interact with 
the canted precaat concrete louvers and fall to the ground after impact. 
Leas than on half of the debris would be expected to make it through the 
louvre screen. Once inside, the missile encounter a maze of supporting bent 
panels (in a truss type design) and splash bars. It seems unlikely that 
enough debris could damage enough splash bars to seriously degrade the cool
ing capacity of the tower. In addition, the debris would tend to be concen
trated near grade elevation and probably around less than one third of the 
tower perimeter. Hence, it seems reasonable to conclude that missile damage 
to the fill area poses an insignificant incremental risk to the tower 
capability over the failure modes explicitly considered in this analysis. 

5.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES 

In this section the results of two sensitivity studies are reported. 
The first investigates the effect of a lower tornado translational velocity 
than is normally used in 'l'OH4IS. This was performed to investigate the con
cern raised by Reinhold in the Safety Evaluation Report on the TORMIS method
ology (USNRC, 1983) in which it was stated •the assumed translational 
velocities may be too high and •ill tend to produce less conservative esti
mates than are desirable.• The second investigates the effect of decreasing 
the numbers of potential missiles. This is impo!tant since the present popu
lation is felt to be much higher than would be expected during normal 
operation. 
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Table 5-5 • Effective velocities of missiles entering cooling 

tower fill area 

Mean effective impact velocity, 
Vt I (ft/sec) 

Missile t:t2! Tornado intensit:l 
Subset 
number Description Fl F2a F3a F4a p5a 

1 Rebar •b * * 55c 33c 

6 3" pipe * -,c 4c 99c 23c 

9 Storage bin * * * * 60C 

11 Wood beam * 24 41 55 76 

12 Wood plank 30 39 45 55 GS 

13 Metal siding 48 SS 88 lOS 130 

14 Plywood sheet S6 73 101 89 106 

16 ChaMel section 6 9 17 37 52 

18 small eqpt. * nc 36° * * 
19 Large eqpt. * * * * 16° 

• 20 Grating loa 33 67 53 68 

aFor these F-scales, missiles listed correspond to those that hit the 
fill area given that the tower had not failed due to the windspeed exceedance. 

~he asterisk indicates no misSTies of this type entered the fill area 
for this F-category tornado. 

csample size is less than 5 • 
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5.4.l TORNADO TRANSLATIONAL SPEED 

The importance of tornado translational speed in tornado missile trans
port has been indicated in Twisdale et al. (1978) and Twisdale (1981). For 
the same peak tornado windspeed, lower translational speeds result in hi9her 
windspeeds on the weak side of the tornado and longer missile exposure to 
high winds. To test the sensitivity of the Limerick results to the TORMIS 
translational windspeed parameters, the F4 simulation was rerun with reduced 
tornado translational speeds. The mean translational speed was reduced from 
45 to 30 mph and the standard deviation was reduced from 12.6 to 10.4 mph. 
These parameters correspond to the F2 translational speeds used in TORMIS. 
The results are summarized in Table 5-6 and indicate relatively moderate sen
sitivity. For spray arm rupture, the frequencies change from 7.2 x lQ-7 to 
1.2 x lo-6 for event V and from 6.2 x lo-7 to 7.5 x 10-7 for event T. Hence, 
the results are relatively insensitive to changes in the tornado transla
tional speed. 

5.4.2 NUMBER OF MISSILES 

The potential missile population used in the base case simulation repre
sents a high level of construction activity at the plant. A total of 122,225 
missiles were modeled. In later years with little or no construction activ
ity, a reduced number of potential missiles would be at the plant. To test 
the sensitivity of the results to a reduction in the number of missile~, the 
F4 simulation was rerun with the number of missiles in each zone reduced by a 
factor of 10. 

The results of the simulation are given in Table 5-6 and show that the 
frequencies of events T and V are reduced substantially. This reduction is 
felt to be due to the fact that events T and V occur when the tornado center
line passes between the towers and the pond area. The pond targets are now 
on the weak side of the tornado, and fewer missiles from fewer zones enter 
the pond area. By studying the equations by which the conditional probabili
ties of damage are calculated, it can be seen that the sensitivity to the 
number of missiles would not be expected to be more than linear. Bence, the 
reduction by a factor of almost two orders of magnitude in event V is felt to 
be more a function of undersampling. Nevertheless, the results do show that 
a reduction in the number of missiles can substantially reduce the damage 
frequencies. 

5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The results given in Table 5-1 are conservative estimates of the fre
quencies of the compound events T and V. These estimates are taken as bound
ing frequencies of exceeding 10 CFR Part 100 limits under the assumptions 
stated in Section 5.1. The results of the analysis are: 

6.6 x lo-7 per year when Unit l only is in operation, 
and 7.9 x io-7 per year when both units are in operation, 
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Table 5-6. Sensitivity analysis frequency estimates 

Case 

Base Case 

Reduced 
tornado 
translational 
windspeed 

Reduced 
number of 
missiles 

Tornado 
intensity 

F4 

F4 

F4 

Freguenc~ estimates 
Network 
damcge 

criteria 

Rupt. arm 
Perf. pipe 

Ru pt. arm 
perf. pipe 

Rupt. arm 
perf. pipe 

Event T 

6.2 x io-7 
2.9 x io-7 

7.5 x lo-7 
•a 

s.o x io-a 
* 

{E!r ~ear~ 

Event v 

7.2 x io-7 
7.2 x 10-7 

1.2 x 10-6 
1.2 x 10-6 

6.3 x io-9 
* 

aThe asterisk indicates no event successes were obtained in the TORMIS 
simulations • 
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which gives an average frequency over the lifetime of the plant of 1/40(5 x 
6.6 x lo-7 + 35 x 7.9 x 10-7) • 7.7 x lo-7 on the assumption that Unit 1 is 

in operation for 5 years until Unit 2 is completed. 

It should be noted that, under the assumptions made here, the question 
of whether offsite power has been lost or not is irrelevant, since if both 
the cooling towers and the spray pond are inoperable there is no heat sink 
even if the pumps, valves, etc., were operational. 

These results are believed to be conservative for many reasons: 

1. The potential missile population is fixed as that which exists at 
present with a construction laydown area concentrated about the spray 
pond. As the units are completed this area is expected to be sub
stantially cleared. As indicated by the sensitivity studies lower
ing the number of missiles can have a significant effect on lowering 
the calculated frequencies. 

2. The spray network damage criteria are believed to be conservative 
for many reasons: 

3. 

4. 

Even one missile damaging a part of the network is assumed to 
fail the network whereas in reality the efficiency of the net
work would be expected only to be impaired slightly by single 
missile damage, with increasing impairment as the number of dam
aging missiles increases (Arizona Public Service Co., 1982). 

For either of the damage criteria chosen, it is assumed that any 
missile whose velocity exceeds the criterion and enters the con
trol volume actually hits and damages the network. Since the 
missile might hit a stronger part of the network or even the 
water first, then even if it did hit the weakest part subse
quently, its effective velocity would be lower, and hence this 
application of the damage criteria is conservative. 

The TORMIS methodology has been judged (Simiu, 1983) to be conserva
tive with respect to missile risk analysis provided, "the tornado 
wind velocity ranges assumed in the calculations are defensible given 
the present state of the art• and "the assumptions concerning the 
locations and numbers of potential missiles present at the site are 
plausible.• The first provision has been addressed by adopting the 
original P-scale speeds proposed by Fujita (1975) rather than the 
speeds proposed in Twisdale et al. (1978) • The second has been met 
by performing a detailed site survey, and conservatively applying 
the results of that survey to all future operating periods. 

All the postulated missiles at Limerick were treated as minimally 
restrained, which injects each sampled missile near the peak aero
dynamic forces, thus maximizing transport range and impact speed, 
and consequently the damage frequency • 
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s. The tornado windf ield parameters in TORMIS-L were adjusted to increase 
the wind profile in the lowest 10 m. The original profiles in TORMIS 
are believed to be representative of surface boundary conditions 
(Redmann et al., 1983) and empirical models (Fujita, 1978). Hence, 
the adjustment used in this study is felt to be an added con~ervatism. 

6. The original F-scale windspeeds (Fujita, 1975) were used in this 
analysis. These windspeeds are believed to be conservative (see 
Twisdale (1978b) and the analysis by Ramey and Johnson (1980) of the 
Birmingham tornado). 

7. No credit has been taken for repair to the spray networks or partial 
effectiveness of damaged networks even though several hours would be 
available to effect repairs. 

8. The missile injection heights used in the study were chosen 
conservatively. 

9. Very little credit has been taken for the effective shielding afforded 
by the grading of the site. The site slopes away from the pond to 
the south and west which is the direction from which most tornadoes 
would come. 

The degree of conservatism associated with each of these items has not, 
with the exception of the number of missiles, been quantified, but it is 
believed that removal of all these conservatisms would produce a substantial 
reduction in the estimated frequencies, and hence, the results quoted here 
should be regarded as conservative bounds • 
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APPENDIX A 

TORMIS MODIFICATIONS TO PRODUCE TORMIS-L 

A.l Code Dimensioning 

The TORMIS code used dynamic dimensioning in many of the subroutines and 
required that the MAIN program be dimensioned consistently with the data for a 
given run. In the TORMIS-L version, the entire code uses fixed dimensioning; 
the dimension sizes in the TORMIS-L code allow the maximum values of the 
variables shown in Table A-1. 

A.2 Windspeed Exceedance at Cooling Towers 

The TORMIS-L code allows the user to specify 0 S NFAIL S 2 targets for 
which a horizontal windspeed exceedance criterion is checked. If NfAIL is 
input as zero, then no windspeed exceedance checking is performed. If 
NFAIL > 0, the user inputs a record for each target to be checked giving the 
target number, ITf(l), the windspeed to be exceeded, WINDF(I), and the height 
at which the horizontal windspeed is to be evaluated, ZTF(I), where I can take 
on the values 1 and 2. 

To find the maximum horizontal windspeed at the center of the target and 
the height of interest, a cartesian S-T system is constructed as in fig. A-1, 
where the S axis identifies the offset distance from the tornado track (l 
axis) to the target center. Using simple arguments of vector addition (se~ 
Fig. A-2>, the maximum horizontal windspeed at offset Sand elevation z 
during passage of the tornado, V(S), can be expressed as 

2 
V(S) • vCS,Tm,zJ • { [ur + k[U9(r,z)sina - Ur<r,z)cosa)] 

,112 
+ [U9(r,z)cosa + Ur(r,z)sina]2f , { A-1 ) 

where v(S,T,z) is the net horizontal windspeed at offset S and height z when 
the tornado center is at track position T; Tm is the track position at which 
v(S,T,z) is maximized; Ur is tornado translational velocity; 

k • , Tm ~ 0 ( A-2a > 

• -1 , Tm < 0 (A-2b) 

Ur(r,z) and U9(r,z) are the radial and tangential windspeed components, 
respectively, of the vortex at radial distance r from vortex center and height 
z; 

(A-3) 
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TABLE A-1. MAXIMUM VALUES Of THE VARIABLES USED IN DIMENSIONING TORMIS-L 

Variable 

NUMTAR 

NTAR 

NT ARM 

r\SS[T 

NS SETT 

r\Z 

xz~ 

!\ZC 

KZCP 

NPPE 

NTARSR 

MAX SAR 

Maximum 
Value 

132 

12 

26 

?' ... :> 

20 

32 

60 

300 

10 

1 

1 

Description 

The number of target structures 

The number of target ~alls (surfaces) 

The number of targets supporting potential missiles 

The number of final missile subsets 

NSSET-1 

The number of origin zones 

NZ + NTARM 

The number of zone coordinates 

~4 NZC + P, where P • the maximum number of 
intersection points of any straight line ~ith the 
zone lines. 

The number of points ~dentifying the plant target 
polygon. 

The number of targets for which safety-related 
regions are to be specified. 

The maximum number of safety-related regions on any 
target surface . 
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y (Plant North) 

Tornado 
Track 

Figure A-1. Geometry for Determining 
Maximum Horizontal Windspeed, V(S 1) 

T 

Figure A-2. Maximum Horizontal Windspeed as 
Vector Sum of Vortex Windfield Components 
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and 

" ""12 • 5 ?! 0 ' 

• s ( 0 f 

(A-4a) 

(A-4bl 

Equation A-1 holds for a translating cyclonic vortex ~ith counterclockwise air 
flow; the convention is that Vr is negative for a radial jnflow (as i11 fig. 
A-2J, positive for a radial outflow, and Ue is positive for counterclock\.::ise 
flow. 

The value of Tm can be approximated from 

( R2 
r, l /? 

Tm • - s~ i ... 
I Is I $ R/f' ( A-5a I 

• -r!Sl/2 • Is I R/r (A-Sb) 

where 

R • R< z) • Ro + (J ( z - 33) (J !:: z :.; 0 C A-tia I 

• Ro + 0(6 - 33) • 7. > 6 (A-6hl 

is the radius to maximum tangential windspeed of the stationary vortex, with 
R

0 
• RCz • 33 ft), a is a slope parameter that is sampled for a given tornado 

uniformly from the interval (0,0.3J; 6 • 400 ft, the approximate boundarv 
laver thickness; y is the magnitude of the ratio of radial to tangential 
windspeeds at r • R0 ; and 

r • 11 + r21112 <A-7) 

The approximation of Eq. A-5a is quite good and indicates that for offset 
distances near the vortex centerline the maximum horizontal windspeed is 
achieved near the core radius. For ISi > R/f it can be shown that 
0 S Tm S rlSI and so Eq. A-Sb is reasonable, especiallv since for offsets 
outside the core, v(S,T,Z) varies slowly with T. However, to account for any 
error introduced, the calculated maximum horizontal windspeed of Eq. A··l is 
increased according to 

ISi S Rlf (A-8a) 

ISi > R/f (A-8b> 

Validation tests of this model will be discussed later in this appendix. 

Letting z • ZTf<I> and obtaining Ur and U9 from the tornado windfield 
model, we can obtain estimates of the maximum windspeed that would be 
experienced at the target center and elevation of interest. If this windspeed 
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is less than the specified windspeed. the tower is assumed not to tail and the 
variable ITWIND(I) is assigned the value G; if greater, tower failur~· is 

assumed and ITWINO(I) is assigned the value u~ity, i.e., 

ITWINDCIJ • 0 if V(SI) < WINDF(l) (A-9a) 

• 1 if vcsr> ~ WINDF(I} (A-9b) 

A. 3 Output Data Set for Postprocessor Anal vs is 

In order to perform the more involved scoring of multiple redundant 
targets required for the Limerick analysis, an output option to w1·ite the 

necessary parameters to logical unit 4 was added. This output data set can be 
accessed after the TOR.MIS run is completed and analyzed using the post
processor described in Appendix R. The variables written to this output data 
set and the formats used are given in Table A-2; the variables are defined in 
Table A-3. In order to implement this output option. the user specifies the 
logical input variable ROUT • True, as described later in Table A-4. 

The information written to this output data set consists of three records 
of general information, including the number of tornadoes simulated, the 
tornado F'-scale intensity levels, the number of safet}-related targets, the 
tornado occurrence rates and the numbers of nonautomobile and automobile 
potential missiles assumed al the plant. For each simulated tornado there is 
one record, identified by the value MI • 1 in column 2, that gives pertinent 
tornado characteristics and includes the integers ITWIND(lJ and ITWIND<2) 
whose values indicate whether or nut the specified targ~ts (cooling towers) 
failed due to windspeed exceedance during this tornado strike. 

For each missile that hits a safety-related target, a record is printed 
out giving information about the mjssile including its input position and 
velocity. These records are identified by the value MI • 2 in column 2. For 
every I-J-K target-event-zone combination for which there is a non-zero 
probability of target I being damaged to level J by missiles originating in 
zone K, a record is printed out usinb the identifier MI • 3 in column 2. A 
record is also printed out with KI • 4 in column 2 for every target-event 
combination that has a nonzero damage probability integrated over all zones. 
finally, at the end of the simulation run a record with lEND in columns 2-S 
is printed out to indicate the and of the data set. 

A.4 Additional Changes 

Sever&l minor changes have been made to TOR.MIS to facilitate the I/0 
processing in the TORMIS-L version. These changes are highlighted in Tables 
A-4 and A-5 • 
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Record 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

TABLE A-2. TORMIS-L OUTPUT DATA SET 

Variables 

~1.JMTOR, NSAME, KTINT, INTEN, NUMSAF, NZ 

OCCUR(Il, I•l,2, •.. ,7 

NNMIS, NNAUTO 

MI(•l), TWT, PSTR, UMAX, ITWIND(l), 
ITWIND(2) 

MI(•2), MSSET, LENGTH, IZ, !WALL, Xl, YI, 
Zl, VX, VY, VZ, VE, ffWT 

Record 5 is repeated for every missile history 
that results in an impact on a safety-related 
target during the current tornado history. 

MI(•3), I, J, K, PMNZ, ITNM 

Record 6 is repeated for every zone, K, that 
contributes a non-zero probability, PMNZ, of 
damaging target I to damage level J given the 
current tornado strike • 

MI(•4), I, J, PMN, PMNS 

Record 7 is repeated for every non-zero 
probability, PMN, of damaging target I to 
level J by the potential missiles in all 
zones, given the current tornado strike. 

Records 4-7 are repeated NUMTOR times, i.e., 
for each simulated tornado. At the end of the 
entire simulation record 8 is output. 

format 

6I10 

7El0.3 

2110 

I2, 1£12.4, 
213 

12, I4, Fl0.3, 
214, 8El2.4 

I2, 314, 
E13.5, !8 

I2, 214, 4X 
2E13.5 

8 lEND lX, A4 

Note: The DCB characteristics for this outputdata set are: R.ECFM•VB, 
LRECL•l30, BLKSIZE•2600 . 
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Variable 

NUMTOR 

NSAME 

KT INT 

INT EN 

NUMSAF 

NZ 

OCCUR( I) 

NNMIS 

NNAUTO 

MI 

rwr 

PSTR 

ITWIND(J) 

TABLE A-3. DEFINITION OF OUTPUT VARIABLES 

Description 

The number of tornadoes to be generated within 
each specified intensity classification. 

The number of missile histories per tornado. 

Lower value of F'-scale intensity tornadoes to 
be sampl~d; if KTINT•INTEN, only tornadoes from 
a single f'-scale are sampled. 

Upper value of f'-scale intensity tornadoes to 

be sampled. 

The number of the last safety-related target. 

The total number of missile origin zones. 

The tornado occurrence rate for F'-scale 
tornadoes of intensity I in the plant 
vicinity. 

The total number of potential missiles, less 
the automobiles, in the plant zones. 

The total number of automobile potential 
missiles in the plant zones • 

An integer that is used to indicate the type of 
record, according to the following convention: 
MI•l, tornado characteristic record 

(TWT,PSTR •.. 1 ITWIND(2)] 
MI•2~ missile record [MSS£T,LENGTH, ..• 1 HWT] 
MI•3, zone probability record [I,J,K,PMNZ,ITNM] 
MI•4, tornado probability record [I,J,PHN,PMNS] 

The variance reduction history weight for the 
current simulated tornado. 

The tornado origin area for the current 
simulated tornado. 

The maximum horizontal windspeed of the 
translating tornado at 33 ft elevation. 

An integer whose value indicates whether or not 
the Jth target specified for windspeed exceed
ance testing (i.e., cooling tower J, J•l or 2) 
experiences horizontal windspeeds in excess of 
the specified windspeed, WINDF(J), at ~he 
specified height, ZTF(J), during passage of the 
current simulated tornado • 
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Units 

(ft/sec) 



•• 

• 

• 

Variable 

MSSE! 

LENGTH 

IZ 

I WALL 

<Xl,Yl,Zl) 

( \'X, VY, VZ) 

VE 

HWT 

I 

J 

K 

PMNZ 

ITNM 

TABLE A-3. DEFINITION OF OUTPUT VARIABLES (Continued) 

Description 

The final missile subset number. 

The missile length. 

The zone of origin of the missile, with 
IZ S NZ+N!ARM, where NZ is the number of missile 
zon6s and NTARM is the number of structures 
that support missiles. 

The wall number that is hit by the missile 
( NWALL in the normal TORMIS line printer 
output). 

The coordinates of the impact point. 

The missile impact velocity components. 

The effective impact velocity. 

The variance reduction missile history weigrt. 

The target number, ISNUMSAF 

The damage level, where: 
J•l, :i.mpact by penetrator missile with Y 2: VDAM 
J•2, impact by penetrator missile 
J•3, damage by penetrator missile to WTL 

thickness 
J•4, damage by penetrator missile to WTL+WTH 

thickness 
J•S, damage by penettator missile to WTL+2*WTH 

thickness 
J•6, damage by penetrator missile to WTL+3*WTH 
J•7, impact by vehicle missile 
J•8, impact by vehicle missile with V ~ VAuroO> 
J•9, impact by vehicle missile with V 2: VAuro<2> 
J•lO, impact by vehicle missile with V 2: YAuro< 3) 
J•ll, impact by vehicle missile with V 2: VAuro<4) 

The missile zone of origin. 

The single-missile probability of damaging 
target I to level J due to missiles in zone K 
given the simulated tornado strike. 

The number of potential missiles within the 
intersection of zone K and the tornado damage 
path • 
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Units 

(ft) 

(ft) 

(ft/ sec) 

(ft/sec) 



• Variable 

PMN 

PMNS 

• 

• 

TABLE A-3. DEFINITION Of OUTPUT VARIABLES (Continued) 

Description 

The single-missile probability estimate of 
damaging target J to level J due to all 
missiles at the plant, given the simulated 
tornado strike. 

The multiple-missile probability estimate of 
damaging target I to level J due to all 
missiles at the plant given the simulated 
tornado strike . 
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Units 



• 

• 

• 

Record 
Nu. 

TABLE A-4. TORMIS-L PROGRAM INPUT 

Variable Name 

Control Data 

3 

4 

5 

7 

HEADER( I) , I • 1 , 2, ... , 18 

RINT, RECOKI, RECONR, LCALC, ROUT, RDCF, 
RVEFf 

NUMTOR, NSAME, KTit\T, INTEN, FMAX 

IX, IXL, IXM, IXK 

If RINT • f, Skip record 5 

IMAX, JMAX, DOUT, RELERR, ABSERR 

If RECONI • F, skip record 6 

NSSET, KNRC, NUMBO, KRIC, KI, KRITE 

If RECONR • F, skip record 7 

AIRDEN, G, TTS, ALPHA, ZETA 

Variance Reduction Data 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

IMWIND, IMTPOS, IMTDIR, IMSPOS, !MINOR, 
IMMIS, IMHIGH 

IMRES, SDAM, IRR 

If IMWIND • f, skip record 10 

RWHL 

If IMTPOS • F, skip record 11 

YT STD 

If IMTDIR • F, skip record 12 

TDIRIF( I), I • 1 , 2, ... , 8 

If !MINOR • f, skip record 13 

BE.TA 

If IMMIS • F, skip record 14 

CDFMilI), I• 1,2, ... ,NSSET-l 

If IMHIGH • f, skip record 15 

ZIMR 

If IMRES • F, skip record 16 
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Format 

18A4 

7(9X,LI) 

5Il0 

4120 

2110, 3E10. 3 

6110 

5F10.0 

7 ( 9X, L1) 

3(9X,Ll> 

FlO.O 

FlO.O 

8f10.C 

FlO.O 

fsFlO.O 

FlO.O 



• 

• 

• 

Record 
No. 

16 

1 7 

18 

TABLE A-4. TORMIS-L PROGRAM INPUT (Continued) 

Variable Name 

IMPSIN, FIMR 

If SDAM • F, skip record 17 

NUMDAM, FRACD 

If IRR • f, skip record 18 

PK ILL 

Tornado Strike Data 

19 

20 

21 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Plant Data 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

R.ETOR, AREGN 

OCCUR(!), I• 1,2, ..• ,7 

WINDC(I), I• 1,2, ... ,6 

If RETOR • F, read record 22, then skip to record 29 

If RETOR • T, skip record 22 

REGION 

TRANSL< I), I • 1 , 2, ... , 6 

TRANSW(I), I• 1,2, ... ,6 

TORDIR(I), I• 1,2, .•. ,8 

PWC(I,JJ, J • 1,2,3,4; I• l 

Repeat record 26 for I• 2,3,4 

PL(I,J), J • 1,2, ... ,5; I• 

Repeat record 27 for I• 2,3,4,S 

PW( I' J 'K) I f\ • 1 I 2 ••.•• 5; J • 1 ; I - l 

Repeat record 28 for J • 2,3, ... ,6; I• 2, ... ,5 

REDAM, ISCORW 

NZ, NZC, NZCP, NPPE 

XZC(I), I• l, ••. ,NZC 

YZC(I), Z • 1, .•. ,NZC 

LCONZ(I,J), J • 1,2, .•• ,5; I• 1 

Repeat record 33 for I• 2,3, •.. ,NZ 

XPE(I), I• 1, ••• ,NPPE 
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Format 

IlO, FlO.O 

IlO, FJO.O 

FlO.O 

9X, Ll, FlO.O 

7El0.3 

6Fl0.0 

IlO 

6Fl0.0 

6Fl0.0 

8Fl0.0 

4Fl0.0 

5Fl0.0 

5F10. 0 

2(9X, LlJ 

4Il0 

8Fl0.0 

8Fl0.0 

SilO 

8Fl0.0 



• 

• 

• 

Record 
No. 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

TABLE A-4. TORMIS-L PROGRAM INPUT (Continued) 

Variable Name 

YPE( I) • I • 1 I ••• 'NPPE 

XCO, YCO, RTO, ZS, NORTH, XCIT, YCIT 

NUMTAR, NTAR, NTARM, NUMSAF, HTARA, MTARB, 
NTARSF, MAXSAF 

TYPTAR(I), XTR, YTR, ZC(I), WX, WY, WZ, 
THETA( I), I• 1 

Repeat record 38 for I• 2,3, .•. ,NUMTAR 

MTL(K), STRENG(K), WTL(K), WTH(K), 
t\SAF( K) , K • 1 

If NSAF(K) • 0, skip record 40 

XLS(M,L), YLS(M,L), WXSAF, WYSAF, L • 1 

Re~eat record 40 for L • 2,3, ... ,NSAF(K) 

Repeat records 39 and 40 for K • 2,3, •.• ,NTAR 

NF AIL 

If NFAIL ~ 0, akip record 42 

ITF(I), WINDF(I), ZTF(I), I•l 

Repeat record 42 if NFAIL•2 

If REDAM • F, skip record 43 

IDAMC, KBl, KBRL, RS, CUW, ER, WUW 

NMZ(I), I• 1,2, ... ,NZ 

If IMSPOS • F, skip re~ord 45 

IMNMZ(I), I • 1,2, ... ,NZ 

If NTARM S 0, skip records 46-48 

NTART(I), I• 1,2, ... ,NTARM 

NMS(I), I• 1,2, .•. ,NTARM 

If IMSPOS • F, skip record 48 

IMNMS(I), I• 1,2, .•. ,NTARM 

Missile Data 

49 

50 

REMIS 

VAUTO(I), I• 1,2,3,4 
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Format 

8Fl0.0 

7f10.0 

8Il0 

IlO, 7F10.0 

Il0,3F10.0,Il0 

4Fl 0. 0 

IlO 

I10,2Fl0.0 

Il0,6F10.0 

8F10.0 

8Fl0.0 

8Il0 

8F10.0 

8F10.0 

9X,Ll 

4F10.0 



• 

• 

• 

Record 
No. 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

TABLE A-4. TORMIS-L PROGRAM INPUT (Continued) 

Variable Name 

If REMIS • F, skip records 51-54 

NSET, LKEY 

MTRANS(I,J), J • 1,2; I• 1,2, ... ,NSSET 

D( I) , W( I), AMIN( I), VDAM( I) , I • l 

LODMIN(I}, LODM(I), LOOS(!), LODMAX(l), 
I • l 

Repeat records 53 and 54 for I• 2,3, ..• ,NSSET 

If IMPSIN < 1, skip record 55 

HFMIN, HfMAX, VFMIN, VfMAX 

If RCDF • T, skip record 56 

ICDFMZ(K), K • 1,2, ••• ,NSSET, I• 1 

Repeat record 56 for I• 2,3, ... ,NZ 

If RCDF • F, skip record 57 

CDFMZ(I,K), K • 1,2, .•. ,NSSET-1; J • 1 

Repeat record 57 for I• 2,3, ... ,NZ 

ZSMIN(I,K), ZSMAX(I,K), K • 1,2,3,4; I • 1 

ZSMIN(I,K), ZSMAX(I,K), K • 5,6, ••• ,NSSET; 
I • 1 

Repeat lines 58 and 59 for I• 2,3, ..• ,NZ 

If NTARM S 0, skip records 60-63 

If RCDF • T, skip record 60 

ICDFMS(K), K • 1,2, ••• ,NSSEI; I• 1 

Repeat r~cord 60 for I• 2,2, ..• ,NTARM 

If RCDF • F, skip record 61 

CDFMS(l ,K), K • 1,2, ... ,NSSET-1; I • 1 

Repeat record 61 for I• 2~3, •.. ,NTARM 

ZSSMIN(ItK), ZSSMAX(I,K), K • 1,2,3,4; 
I • 1 8F10.0 

ZSSMIN(I,K), ZSSMAX(I,IC), K • 5,6, ••• ,NSSET; 

Format 

2110 

1615 

4fl0.0 

4F10.0 

4Fl 0. 0 

8!10 

8Fl0.0 

8F10.0 

8Fl0.0 

8Il0 

8Fl0.0 

I • l 8Fl0.0 

Repeat records 62 and 63 for I• 2,3, .•. ,NTARM 
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• 

• 

• 

TABLE A-5. DEFINITION Of INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORHIS-L CODE 

Name 

Control Data 

HEADER< I), 
I•l,17 

HEADER(l8) 

RINT 

RECO~I 

RECONR 

LC A LC 

ROUT 

RCDF 

RVEFF 

NUMTOR 

NSAME 

KT INT 

It.:TEN 

Identification 

Literal field for title and run information. 

The characters lEND are put in column 69-72 for 
output to the data set for post processor 
analysis (used only if ROUT• T). 

Logical variable; integrator variables are read 
in if T, default values used if f. 

Logical variable; integP.r control variables are 
read in if T, default value used if f, 

Logical variable; real control variables are 
read in if T, default values used if f, 

Logical variable; if T, the output P(A) tornado 
or1g1n areas are multiplied by the occurrence 
rates; if F, the P(A) are as described for 
TORMIS. 

Logical variable; special tornado and history 
results written to logical unit 4 if T, not 
writ ten if F. 

Logical variable; if T, CDFMZ and CDFMS are 
read in; if F, ICOFMZ anti ICDFHS are read in 
and CDFMZ and CDFMS are calculated by the 
code. 

Logical varable; if T, the Vi' > VDAM event is 
scored on effective missile impact velocity, 
Vi'; if F, the Vi > VDAM event is ocored on 
total missile velocity at impact, Vi. 

The number of tornadoes to be generated within 
each specified f'-scale intensity 
classification. 

The number of missile hi&tories per tornado. 

Lower value of F'·scale intensity tornadoes to 
be sampled; if KlINT•INTEN, only tornadoes from 
a single F'-scale ~re sampled. 

Upper value of F'-scale intensity tornadoes to 
be sampled • 
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Units 



• 

• 

• 

TABLE A-5. DEFINITION Of INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued> 

Name 

FMAX 

IX,IXL, 
IXM, IX~ 

IMAX 

DOtTT 

REL ERR 

ABS ERR 

NS SET 

KNRC 

NUMBO 

KRJC 

Identification 

The maximum F'-scale tornado intensity level 
for the site. 

Random number generator input integers (must be 
odd integers) . 

The maximum number of time steps allowed before 
automatic termination of a trajectory computa
tion. Default value is 400. 

The number of time steps between missile 
orientation updates. Default value is 10. 

The integration time step. Default value is 
0.01. 

The relative error convergence criterion for 
the integration routine. Default value is 
0.001. 

The absolute error convergence criterion for 
the integration routine. Default value is 
0.001 . 

The number of missile subsets. Default value 
is 7. 

A key to indicate whether or not the missile 
spectrum is to be limited to the seven NRC 
missiles, wh~re: 

1, NRC missile spectrum 
•1, generalized missile s~ectrum as described 

in Ref. 1. 
Default value is 1. 

The number of times a missile is allowed to hit 
the ground before the history is terminated 
( ~l). Default value is 1. 

Integer key specifying whether or not the 
missile ricochets, where: 
0, no missile ricochet 
n, missile ricochets n times before history 

termination. 
Default value is 0 . 
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Units 

(sec) 



• 

• 

• 

TABLE A-5. DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued) 

Name 

KI 

KR I TE 

AIRDEN 

G 

TTS 

ALPHA 

ZETA 

Identification 

Integer key to specify damage options; where: 
0, V>VDAM only event evaluated 
1, damage model also utilized. 
Default value is 1. 

Output print option: 
1, final summary printed 
2, final summary and tornado summaries printed 
3, Final summary, tornado summaries, and 

individual missile summaries printed 
4, Final summary and history results that end 

in impacts on safety-related target printed 
The negative values of the integers 1, 2, and 3 
also result in similar printout to output 
device 1. Default value is 3. 

The air density used for the aerodynamic force 
calculation. 

The value of the acceleration due to gravity. 

The value of the standard normal variate with 
cumulative probability level l•o/2 for estab
lishing the two-sided 1-o confidence interval 
on P(AII~)j• Default value is 1.96. 

The tornado windfield parameter o. 

The tornado windfield parameter c. 

Variance Reduction Data 

IMWIND 

IMTPOS 

IMTDIR 

IMSPOS 

Logical variable; if T, importance sampling on 
windspeed is employed. 

Logical variable; if T, importance sampling on 
tornado offset position from a truncated normal 
function is employed. 

Logical variable; if T, importance sampling on 
tornado direction according to TOIRIF is used. 

Logical variable; if T, stratified sampling on 
missile initial position according to IMNMZ and 
IMNMS . 
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Units 

(slugs/ 
ft3) 

(ft/sec2) 



• 

• 
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TABLE A-5. DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued) 

Name 

I MINOR 

IMM IS 

IMHIGH 

IMRES 

SDAM 

IRR 

RWHL 

YT STD 

TOIRif(Jl 

BETA 

Identification 

Logical variable; if T, importance sampling on 
missile initial azimuthal angle is employed. 

Logical variable for importance sampling on 
missile type selection; if F, no importance 
sampling and missile subset (IA} selected from 
cumulative distribution function ( CDFMZ 
(IZ,IA)), where IZ•zone number; if T, missile 
subset (IA} selected from importance cumulative 
distribution function (COFMI (IA)). 

Logical variable; if T, importance sampling on 
missile initial (injection) height selected 
from trapezoidal density function between 
minimum and maximum storage heights; if F, 
missile injection height sampled uniformly. 

Logical variable, used only when IMPSIN~3; if 
T, importance sampling on missile horizontal 
restraining force (horizontal restraint 
selected from trapezoidal density function). 

Logical variable; if T, splitting is employed 
at last reorientation before hitting a target. 

Logical variable; if T, Russian roulette is 
employed and missile histories are terminated 
with probability "PKILL." 

Ratio of importance pdf on tornado windspeed at 
high end of interval to that at low end. 

Importance sampling parameter on tornado off
set. The standard deviation of the truncated 
normal pdf equals YTSTD*Z2, or YTSTD*RMAX, 
whichever is larger. Z2 is the projection of 
the plant safety envelope. 

Tornado direction importance distribution func
tion by octant from East (J•l) to SE (J•8). 

A number greater than zero and less than or 
equal to one, which specifies the extent to 
which missile initial orientations which tend 
to be favorable to vertical missile injection 
will occur, where B•l implies uni formally 
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TABLE A-5. DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued) 

Name 

COFMIC I), 

1•1,2, ... , 
NSSET-1 

ZIMR 

IMPS IS' 

FIMR 

NUMDAM 

FRACD 

Identification 

random initial orientation (no importance 
sampling) and the extent of importance sampling 
increases as a decreases. Default value is 1. 

The modified cumulative distribution function 
describing the number of missiles to be sampled 
assuming importance sampling on missile type 
<subset), where CDFMI(I)-CDFMI(I-ll •the 
probability with which missiles are to be 
sampled from subset I. 

Ratio of high to low probability rlensity values 
of trapezoidal importance sampling function on 
missile initial height. 

An integer which selects the injection sampling 
scheme to be used, where: 
0, maximum transport injection mode 
>0, first exceedance mode injections. 
For first exceedance mode, IMPSIN is an 
importance sampling key, where: 
1, no importance sampling 
2, importance sampling to force selected 

restraint force to be less than maximum 
injection force, FHMAX, if FHMAX>HFMIN, the 
minimum horizontal restraint 

3, importance sampling to select horizontal 
restraint force from trapezoidal pdf defined 
between HFMIN and HFMAX 

4, combination of both importance sampling 
options described in 2 and 3 above. 

Detault value is O. 
Ratio of high to low probability density values 
of trapezoidal importance sampling density 
function on missile horizontal restraining 
force. 

The number of subhistories for splitting on 
missiles which hit structures with velocities 
above a cutoff velocity. 

The fraction of the damage velocity for a given 
missile subset, VDAM(MSSET), which establishes 
the cutoff velocity for splitting on missiles 
that hit targets • 
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Units 
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TABLE A-5. DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued) 

Name 

PK ILL 

Tornado Data 

RETOR 

AREGN 

OCCUR(J) 

WINOC( J > 

REGION 

TRANS LC J) 

TRANSW(J) 

TORDIR(J) 

PWC(I,J> 

PL(I,J) 

PW(I,J,K) 

Identification 

The probability of history termination for 
Russian roulette conditions. 

Logical variable; if T, region-dependent 
tornado parameter cumulative distribution 
functions are read in; jf F, default CDF's 
used. 

The area of the tornado region used to 
determine the occurrence rates. 

The tornado occurrence rate for F'-scale 
tornadoes of intensity J per year per square 
mile in the plant vicinity. 

Upperbound windspeed correlation to the Jth 
F'-scale intensity tornado. 

An integer that specifies which of the four 
tornado regions the default tornado data should 
be taken from, where: REGION•l specifies 
Region A, REGION•2 specifies Region B, REGION•3 
specifies Region C, and REGION•4 specifies 
Region D. This parameter is not used if 
RETOR•T. 

Upperbound of FPP tornado path length scale for 
the Jth PL rating. 

Upperbound of FPP tornado path width scale for 
the Jth Pw rating. 

Tornado direction distrihution function by 
octant from East (J•l) counterclockwise to SE 
( J•8) . 

The path width correlation to local F-scale, 
normalized by row. 

Distribution function path length correlation 
for I intensity tornadoes by J path width 
classifications. 

Distribution function path width correlation 
for I intensity tornadoes and J path length 
classification by K path width 
classifications • 
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Units 

(mi2) 

(ft/sec) 

(mi) 

(ft ) 



• 

• 
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TABLE A-5. DEFINITION Of INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued) 

Name 

Plant Data 

RE DAM 

ISCORW 

KZ 

NZC 

NZCP 

NPPE 

XZC(J) 

YZC(J) 

LCONZ(l,J) 

XPE< J). 

YPE(J) 

XCO,YCO 

RIO 

ZS 

NORTH 

Identification 

Logical variable; if T, the damage variables 
IDAMC, KBl, KBRL, RS, CUW, ER, and WUW are read 
in; if F, default values are used. 

Logical variable; if T, target scoring is by 
wall; if f, target scoring is by structure. 

The total number of missile origin zones. 

The total number of points defining all the 
zones. 

A number (iNZC) used for dimension sizes 
resulting from the tornado path intersection 
with the predefined zones. To determine NZCP, 
evaluate the maximum number of intersection 
points (P) of a line drawn through the missile 
origin zones. Then NZCP~NZC+4P. 

The number of points that define the polygon 
composing the plant safety envelope . 

The x-component in the plant frame of the Jth 
zone point. 

The y-coordinate in the plant frame of the Jth 
zone point. 

A connectivity array in which elements of row I 
specify in a sequential order the points 
defining the Ith zone. 

X and Y coordinates of the Jth point defining 
the plant safety envelope (in sequence). 

Plant cartesian coordinates of the center of 
the major target circle. 

Radius of the major target circle. 

The height (above reference) at which the base 
of thP tornado tracks through the plant area. 

The angle, measured CCW, from plant north to 
true north . 
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Units 

(ft) 

(ft) 

(ft) 

( ft) 

(ft) 

(ft) 

(rad) 
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TABLE A-5. DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued) 

Name 

XCIT,YCIT 

NUMTAR 

NTAR 

NT ARM 

NUMSAF 

MTARA,MTARB 

NTARSF 

MA.\SAF 

TYPTAR( I) 

XTR, i'TR 

ZCCI) 

wx 

Identification 

Plant cartesian coordinates of the reference 
point in the target cluster for importance 
sampling on tornado off set. 

The total number of target structures. 

The total number of target surfaces. 

The number of target structures supporting 
potential missiles on their top surfaces. 

The number of the last safety-related target. 

The target numbers (structure numbers, if 
ISCORW•F, wall numbers of ISCORW•T) for which 
union and intersection damage probabilities are 
desired. If either or both are zero, no union 
and intersection calculations are made. 

The number of target walls for which subareas 
are to be specified. 

The maximum number of subareas which any one 
wall contains • 

An integer which specifies the type of the Ith 
target structure, as follows: 
1, Rectangular parallelepiped parallel to x-y 

axes 
2, Rectangular parallelepiped rotated through 

THETA(!) from the x-axis 
3, Vertical cylinder with hemispherical top 
4, Vertical cylinder with flat top 
5, Upper hemisphere. 

The x- and y-coordinates of the lower left
hand corner of target wall 2, if TYPTAR•l or 2, 
or the coordinatec of the center of the target, 
if TYPTAR•3, 4, or 5. 

The elevation of the base of the Ith target 
cylinder. 

The length of walls 2 and 4 of the target 
structure, if TYPTAR•l or 2. or the radius of 
the structure, if TYPTAR•3. 4, or S . 
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Units 

(ft) 

(ft) 

(ft) 



• 

• 
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TABLE A-5. DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS--l CODE (Continued) 

Name 

WY 

wz 
THETA(!) 

MTL(K) 

STRENG( K > 

WTL( K) 

WTH(K) 

NSAf(K) 

XLS(H,L) 

YLS(H,L) 

WXASf 

WYSAf 

IDAMC 

KBl 

KBRL 

Identification 

The length of walls l and 3 of the target 
structure, if TYPTAR•l or 2; undefined if 
TYPTAR•3, 4, or 5. 

The height of wall 1 of the t&rget structure. 

The CCW angle through which target I of type 
1 (THETA•O> or 2 (0<THETA<~/2> has been 
rotated from the x-axis. 

An integer ~hich specifies the wall material of 
the surface numbered K•NWALL(I,J), where: 
<0, imaginary surface 
0, concrete 
1, steel. 

The concrete strength of wall K or the steel 
yield strength of wall K. 

The lower value of wall thickness used for 
damage assessment. 

The increment of wall thickness used for 
damage assessment • 

The number of subareas on wall K. 

The x-coordinate of the lower left-hand corner 
of the Lth subarea on the Mth wall which 
contains subareas. 

The y-coordinate of the lower left-hand corner 
of the Lth subarea on the Mth wall which 
contains subareas. 

The width of the subarea. 

The height of the subarea. 

A damage criterion integer for concrete 
barriers, where: 
0, scabbing analysis performed 
1, perforation analysis performed. 
Default value is 0. 

Concrete penetration coefficient in NDRC model. 
Default value is 163.0. 

Steel barrier penetration coefficient in BRL 
model. Default value is 1.0 • 
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TABLE A-5. DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued) 

RS 

cuw 
ER 

wuw 

Name 

NMZ( I) 

IMNMZ( I> 

NTART( I) 

NMS( I) 

IMNMS(I) 

Missile Data 

REMIS 

VAUTO( I) 

NSET 

l...KEY 

Identification 

Concrete scabbing thickness reduction factor. 
Default value is 1.0. 

Concrete unit weight. Default value is 150.0. 

Coefficient of restitution (ERS}.0). Default 
value is 1.0. 

Wood unit weight. Default value is 40.0. 

The total number of missiles in zone I. 

The number of missiles specified in zone I for 
sampling on missile initial position (used only 
if IMSPOS•T). 

The number of the Ith target structure which 
contains potential missiles on top, where 
I• l , 2 , ••• , NTARM. 

The number of potential missiles on target 
structure NTART(I). 

The number of missiles specified on structure I 
for sampling on missile initial position (used 
only if NTARM>O and IMSPOS•T). 

Logical variable; if F, missile data for NRC 
spectrum are used; if T, missile data are 
read in. 

The rth automobile velocity for target 
scoring, I•l,2,3,4. 

The number of missile sets. 

A key which indicates how missile length-to
diameter ratio (LOO) is selected, where: 
<0, LOD•LOOM, where LODK is input separately 
•O, LOO selected from uniform density function 

between LODMIN and LODKAX 
>0, LOO selected from truncated normal density 

function between LOOMIN and LODMAX with 
mean LOOM and standard deviation LOOS • 
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TABLE A-5. DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued) 

Name 

MTRANS( I, 2) 

A.HIN< Il 

VDAM( I) 

LODMIN(Il 

LOOM( I) 

LOOS( I) 

LODMAX(I) 

HFMIN 

HFMAX 

VFMIN 

Vf'MAX 

Identification 

A missile transformation array. The elements 
of the first column (I,l) define the set number 
for subset I; the second column, (I,2), defines 
the consecutive storage set position, not 
exceeding NSET. 

The characteristic diameter of missile subset I. 

The weight per unit length of missiles in 
subset r. 
The minimum impact area of missiles in subset 
I. 

The input velocity for subset I for the 
comparative impact velocity definition of 
damage success. 

The minimum length to diameter ratio (LOO) of 
missiles in subset I. 

The mean value of the truncated normal density 
function on LOO for subset ! . 

The standard deviation of the truncated normal 
density function on LOO for subset I. 

The maximum value of LOO for subset I. 

Lower value, as multiple of missile weight, of 
the interval over which horizontal restraining 
force is chosen for N'' missile population 
(used only if IMPSI~>3). 

Upper value, as multiple of missile weight, of 
the interval over which horizontal restraining 
force is chosen for N'' missile population 
(used only if IriPSIN>3). 

Lower value, as multiple of missile weight, of 
the interval over which vertical restraining 
force is chosen for N'' missile population 
(used only if IMPSIN>3). 

Upper value, as multiple of missile weight, of 
the interval over which vertical restraining 
force is chosen for N'' missile population 
(used only if IMPSIN>3) • 
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TABLE A-5. DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR TORMIS-L CODE (Continued} 

Name 

ICOFMZ(K) 
K•l,2, ... , 
NS SET 

CDFMZ<I,K) 
I• l , 2 , ••. , f\Z; 
K•l,2, ... , 
NSSET-1 

ZSMIN(I,Kl, 
ZSMA.X( I ,K) 

ICDFMS( KJ, 
K•l, 2, ..• , 
NS SET 

CDFMS(I,K) 

Identification 

The number of missiles in subset K sampled 
from zone I (used only if RCDF •False). The 
cumulative distribution function CDFY.Z is 
constructed from ICDFMZ in the code. 

The cumulative distribution function on 
missile subset for missiles in zone I where 
CDFMZ(l,K)-(COFMZ(I,K-1) •the relative 
fraction of all missiles in zone I which are in 
missile subset K (read in only if 
RCOF • True) . 

The minimum and maximum assumed storage 
heights, respectively, within zone I of 
missiles in subset K. 

The number of missiles in subset K to be 
sampled from structur~ number I (used only if 
RCDT • False). 

The cumulative distribution function on missile 
!•l ,2, ..• , subset, K, for missiles originating an 
NTi,RM; structure I (read in only if RCDF • True) . 
K•l,~, ... ,NSSET-1 

ZSSMIN(l K), 
ZSSHAX( I, J\,' 

The minimum and maximum assumed storage 
heights, respectively, of missiles within 
~ubset K above the top of structure I • 
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A.4.1 Occurrence Rate Calculation 

An option has been added that automates the occurrence rate 
calculation in the TORMIS-L code. The logical input variable LCALC is used 
to select the option. If LCALC • True, the output P(A) tornado origin area 
values are multiplied by the occurrence rates; if False, the output P(A) 
values are as described for TORMIS in Ref. 18. If LCALC • True, it is also 
necessary to input the variable AREGN, the area of the tornado region used to 
determine the occurrence rates. 

A.4.2 Tornado Windfield Profile Parameters 

In order to allow sensitivity studies of the tornado windfield, 
the parameters ALPHA and ZETA (a and '' of the windfield model have been made 
into optional input variables. They are assigned the default values a • 10, 
4 • 25 by the TORMIS-L code; if values other than these are desired, it is 
necessary to specify RECONR • True in record 2 and input the desired values 
for a and 4 in record 7. 

A.4.3 Missiles Originating From Wind-Failed Structures 

Another change was made in creating the TORMIS-L code for 
injecting missiles above structures that are subject to the windspeed exceed
ance test described previously in Section V of this appendix. In the missile 
selection subroutine, all structure origin missiles are subject to the 
following test: if the missile is above a structure for which the windspeed 
exceedance test was performed and the structure did not fail during this 
tornado history (ITWIND • 0), then the chosen missile is disregarded and a new 
missile is chosen. This avoids injecting concrete missiles from the cooling 
tower shell for those tornadoes that do not cause cooling tower failure due to 
windspeed exceedance. 

A.4.4 Cumulative Distribution on Missile Type 

In order to simplify the inputting of missile distribution data, 
&n option was introduced using the logical variable RCDF. If RCDF • False, 
the number of missiles in each subset is input in integer form for each zone 
or structure and the cumulative distribution functions, CDFMZ and CDFMS, are 
calculated in the code; if RCDF • True, CDFMZ and CDFMS are input as described 
in Ref. 24. This change allows the missile distribution data, e.g., from 
Tables IV-5c and IV-6c, to be input directly without the user having to 
compute the cumulative distribution functions. 

A.4.5 Effective Velocity Exceedance 

The TORMIS code scored a damage event based on a missile impacting 
a target with velocity, Vi• greater than a specified velocity, VDAM, for each 
missile subset. An option has been introduced that allows the user to score 
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this damage event on the basis of effective missile velocity, Vi', being 
greater than VDAM. The logical input variable RVEFF is used to specify the 
option according to: RVEFF • True, Vi' > VDAM; RVEFF • False, Vi > VOAf{. 

A.4.6 Injection Heights 

The injection heights above grade elevation, ZSMIN and ZSMAX and 
above structures, ZSSMIN and ZSSMAX, are input in feet in the TORMIS-L version 
instead of inches as in TORMIS. Also, in the TORMIS-L ver,,ion the injection 
heights are input for each final missile subset, for consistency with the 
specification of other missile data, rather than by missile aerodynamic set 
as in the original TORMIS. 

A.5 TORMIS-L Code Validation 

The modifications to TORMIS described in this appendix have been vali
dated by independent means. In the first place, the changes were validated by 
comparing the results of a sample problem run with the TORMIS-L code to the 
same sample problem run with a previously validated version of TOR.MIS. The 
results were identical. 

The values of a and ~ are printed out so that the user can verify that 
either the default values or the intended values were used. The change 
regarding noninjection of missiles above structures that did not fail was also 
verified. The code was run before the change was implemented for a sample 
problem in which arbitrary missiles from two tall structures were injected and 
hit structures even though only one tall structure failed due to windspeed 
exceedance. The code was then modified and the sample problem rerun. This 
time, only missiles from the tall structure that did fail resulted in target 
impacts. 

The inputting of missile distributions by missile numbers instead of 
cumulative distribution functions was easily checked by comparing the output 
CDFMZ and CDF'MS values calculated by the TORMIS-L code to the known values 
calculated by hand for previous sample problems. The Vi' > VDAM change l.'as 
validated by reviewing individual missile impact output lines from the code 
before and after the change was made and verifying that the Vi ) VDAM and 
Vi' > VDAM events were properly scored. 

ThP wind~peed exceedance calculation was validated in the following 
manner. The track pn~ition for maximum windspeed, Tm• was calculated 
according to Eqs. A-5 and V(Sr) was determined from Eq. A-1. Values of 
intermediate variables R, f, r, and a were printed out and checked by hand 
calculations. To demonstrate that V(Sr) was indeed the maximum horizontal 
windspeed during storm passage, an iterative calculation was performed to 
calculate the net horizontal windspeed at the target offset and elevation for 
ten tornado track positions Ton each side of Tm (at 20-ft intervals!. These 
calculations verified that for all four tornadoes tested, the V(Sr) calculated 
from Eq. A-1 was greater than the maximum v<Sr,T,z) . 
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APPENDIX B 

TORSCR-L POSTPROCESSOR DOCUMENTATION 

B.l Introduction 

TORSCR (for TORmis SCoRing) is a FORTRAN'77 program written to analyze 
the output data set produced by TORMIS-L, as described in Appendix A. The 
format of the input data set is given in Table A-2. TORSCR computes proba
bilities for the compound events of interest, which define damage to the 
spray pond network and cooling tower facilities. 

B.2 TORSCR's Operation 

for the ten spray network and cooling tower targets, 210 or 1024 possible 
outcomes define the sample space. By subsetting to the largest compound (and 
all-inclusive) event, this number reduces to 756 elementary outcomes for which 
probabilities need to be computed. Since equations for calculating damage 
probabilities from target hits (as opposed to misses) were the only equations 
feasible, much processing was required to produce the needed probabilities of 
elementary outcomes, which are combinations of both hits and misses. The 
following subsections illustrate the approach. 

B.2.1 Two Examples 

Consider the following sample space composed of intersections of 
three events A, B, and C, each representing a hit on one of three targets (see 
Fig. B-1). The intersections are the elementary outcomes composing the sample 
space, S. For the three events A, B, and C, there are 23 elementary outcomes 
in the sample space. We can represent all possible elementary outcomes as 
rows of a matrix of 1 's and O's which indicate hits and misses, respectively, 
on the targets A, B, and C. 

Next consider a sample space of four events, each representing a hit on 
one of four targets, and 24 elementary outcomes, each representing a specific 
combination of hits and misses on those four targets (see fig. B-2). 1 One row 
of the associated matrix represents one elementary outcome in the sample 
space. SupposP we want to compute the probability of outcome 7 using only thP 
probabilities for A, B, C, and D (hits) and not the probabilities of their 
complements (misses). We are limited to using intersections or compound 
events that contain no complements of A, B, C, and D; that is 

1 for ease of illustration, outcomes 6 and 11 are not shown in the accom
panying Venn diagram, Fig. B-2(a), 
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• A Outcome A B c 

1. 0 0 0 m 
1. 2. 1 0 0 A~ 

3. 0 1 0 ABC 
4. 1 1 0 ABL' 

5. 0 0 l Jrnc 
c B 

6. 1 0 1 A~C 

7. 0 1 1 ABC 
8. 1 1 1 ABC 

(a) Venn Diagram (b) Outcome Table 

Figure B-1. Three Event Example 

s Outcome A B c D 

• mo 1. 0 (J 0 0 

2. 1 0 0 0 ABCD 
3. 0 1 0 0 AB CIT 
4. 1 1 0 0 ABW 

5. 0 0 1 0 ~CTI 

6. 1 0 1 0 ABCD 
7. 0 1 1 0 ABCD 
8. 1 1 1 ·o ABCD 
9. 0 0 0 1 mo 

_ _. 
10. 1 0 0 1 1-\l)l.U 

11. 0 1 0 1 AB~D 

12. 1 1 0 1 ABCD 

13. 0 0 1 1 ~CD 

14. 1 0 1 1 A°B'CD 

15. 0 1 1 1 ABCD 

• 16 . 1 1 1 1 ABCD 

{a) Venn Diagram {b) Outcome Table 

Figure B-2. Four Event Example 
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P(7) • P(ABCD) • P(BC) - P(ABC) - P(BCD) + P(ABCD) 

• P(BC) - [ ( PABC) - P(ABCD) J - [ P( BCD) - P(A.BCD) J - P(ABCD) 

• P(BC) - P(8) - P(l5) - P(l6) ( B-1) 

B.2.2 Order of Calculations 

Equation B-1 demonstrates how the probabilities of the elementary 
outcomes are calculated in the postprocessor. A 756 x 11 matrix is generated 
to store those outcomes of interest, with the first column containing a count 
of targets missed for that outcome and the remaining columns indicating a hit 
or miss on targets 1 through 10. The rows are then ordered ascendingly by the 
values in the first column. This technique places outcomes containing the 
fewest misses first in order of calculation. 

After declarations and initializations, TORSCR reads the TORMIS-L 
generated data stream. TORSCR then generates the matrix of elementary 
outcomes. Table B-1 illustrates the initial segment of this outcome matrix. 
The postprocessor runs through the matrix of O's and l's from top to bottom 
calculating an upper probability limit for each elementary outcome, P~0w(j). 
For the example in Fig. B-2, thi~ c2r.responds to computing P(BC) as a 
preliminary step to computing P(ABCD). These event probabilities are then 
adjusted down to exact probability estimates as per Eq. B-1, by subtracting 
the probabilities of appropriate elementary outcomes, which are computed 
from: 

* ProwCj) • Prow(j) 
j-1 
! I(i,j) Prow(i) 

i•l 
j • l, ••• 7 56 ( B-~) 

* where Pr0 w(j) is the upper limit of Pr0 w(j) based only on the probabilities 
associated with targets hit in outcome (j), ignoring probabilities associated 
with the targets missed. I(i,j) is an indicator function that is 1 only when 
outcome (i) has hits on the same targets as in outcome (j) and fewer misses; 
I(i,j) • 0 otherwise. 

Finally, the probabilities of elementary outcomes (which are disjoint 
events) are summed, weighted, averaged and weighted again to produce proba
bility estimates for the compound events of interest, together with their 
variance estimat~s. 

A listing of TORSCR is given in Table B-2. The output listing for the 
combined F-scale analysis for the missile entrance criteria is given in 
Table B-3 . 
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TABLE B-1. BEGINNING SECTIONS OF OUTCOME MATRIX 

• l • • • l l 

l l l I l I • ~ Ill I 1 

• 1 l l 1 l l l l l 3 l l • l • 1 l l l • 1 l e l l l l l l I J l l l • e e l 1 t ' t I t I 1 1 1 l 1 • l l 1 • I l e 1 1 l l • l l l 1 1 1 • l l 1 1 l • 1 1 l (I l l l 1 • l l l • 1 1 1 1 1 l 3 II • l l 1 l l 1 • I 
l l l l I l 1 • 1 1 l l l • 1 1 • l l • I l 
l 1 1 l 1 • I 1 1 l I 3 • • l l l 1 • l l l 
l I 1 1 ! 1 l I l 1 • l l 1 0 • 1 I 1 1 l • l I 1 1 • 1 l ! l l I l • 1 • I I l l 1 • l 
l l l l 1 1 1 l • 1 l l l 1 ! I II e 1 l l • l • 1 l 1 1 1 l l 1 l l l • • 1 l • l 
2 l l l 1 l l l l • • 3 • l 1 • l I • I l 
2 l l l I I l • l • l l 1 1 • l • • 1 l l I 
2 l l • l l • l I l l l l l l 1 l l l • • • 2 l l l l l l • • l 1 3 l • t l • • l l l l 
2 • 1 1 1 1 1 l • 1 1 l • l • l • 1 l 1 l l 
! • l l • I l 1 l l l l l • • l • l 1 l 1 l 
~ l • l l I l l • 1 l l l • 1 • I 1 1 1 1 • 
2 1 l l • 1 • 1 1 1 1 3 • 1 e 1 l I • l l l 
2 l 11) e 1 l 1 l 1 I l 3 l • e l 1 I • 1 1 I 
l l • l • l l 1 l l l l • l l • 1 l 1 1 1 • 
2 l 1 • l 1 1 l • 1 l l • 1 1 l l i • l l • 
2 1 1 1 1 l • • l l l 3 l • I l 1 t • l l • 
2 • l l I 1 l 1 l 1 • J • l I l • • 1 l l 1 

2 1 1 l 1 1 l l • • 1 l 1 l 1 1 • l • • l 1 

2 l • ' 1 1 1 1 l l • l • 1 l • I 1 • l 1 l 

2 l 1 l l l • l l • l l l • 1 • 1 I • l 1 I 

l l I 1 l I l l • l • 3 1 • • • 1 1 I I 1 1 

2 l I 1 Ill t 1 1 • l 1 l t I • l I I • l I • 
2 l 1 • l l l 1 1 l • 3 • l 1 • l l 1 l • l 
2 l l l l • l 1 1 • l l 1 l • • I t 11) 1 1 l 

• 2 1 1 1 I • 1 • l l 1 l 1 II l • l 1 1 1 ,:'\ l 

2 1 1 • • 1 l 1 1 1 1 l 1 l 1 l t I ' • I l 
2 1 1 l • 1 l 1 I 1 • l 1 I I Ill 1 1 e 1 I .) 

! I I 1 e l 1 1 t • l l a l 1 • • 1 1 1 1 1 

z l l 1 • I 1 l 1 l l l l l • l l • l • 1 l 

2 l 1 1 • I t • 1 l I l I • 1 • • l t 1 l l 
2 I 1 1 l • II l l l l l l 1 l 1 • 1 • 1 1 • 
i! 1 1 I l 1 1 • 1 l • l l l • • l l 1 l • 
ii! 1 1 • 1 1 l • l l 1 3 l l I • l • l • 1 I 

2 I I • l • l I l 1 1 3 a 1 • • l l 1 l 1 I 
2 1 I I l • 1 1 • 1 l l l l 1 1 l • • 1 1 • z l I • I l l I l • 1 3 • t l l • l • l 1 ' 2 l • l 1 1 t 1 • 1 3 l • • l l l l I l • 2 t I 1 l • l 1 l l l a l l 1 • l 1 1 • t 
2 1 1 I 1 • l l l l • 3 1 1 l l 1 • l • • 1 

2 l • 1 t l l • l I 1 l 1 l • • l 1 I • l t 
ii! • l 1 1 1 l l 1 • l J l • 1 l • l • 1 I l 
2 • ! 1 1 l 1 • 1 1 l 3 l l l l • l l • • l 
e • l • 1 l l t l l 1 3 l • I 1 • I 1 l • 1 
2 • l 1 l l • I I 1 l l l l • l • l • l 1 1 
2 l l 1 l 1 • l • l l l l .. l • l l l • l t 
2 • l l 1 • l l 1 l l l 1 l • 1 • 1 t l • 1 
2 l • l I • l 1 l l l l • l l • l I l • 1 l 
2 l l l l l • l l l • J • l • l 1 l l l 1 • 
2 • • 1 1 l l l l 1 l l • • l l l 1 l I I • 3 • l l 1 t • l l l • 3 • 1 t l I 1 1 • l • l l a 1 t l • l l l • l l • 1 l 1 1 l • l • 
l t l • 1 1 • 1 l l • l l l I • • l t l • l 
l l l I • • l 1 l l • l 1 1 • l l l l • l • l 1 l 1 • 1 • I 1 1 • 3 1 l 1 • 1 1 l • l • l • • l l t • 1 • l l l l l l 1 t I ; l • • l 1 l l • • l t • I l l l l • • • l 1 l I 
l l • 1 1 • I • l 1 l l l l • 1 l • • 
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TABLE 8-2. LISTING OF TORSCR PROGRAM 

...,. c ·--------------------------------------------------------------
·~~e• c I ~AOGRAfll roRSCR-~. P~ET-PRC:EtSJq FUR TuR~:s 
,~~:• c TH!S v~~E!ON CAN r.~ccs~ o~TA ~o~ a~~ o~ "'~-TI~~E F-S~A-ES . 
•• ~ ... c I A ... D ~rcuouc~ EST1"1ATES FuR UP ,.0 9 COf'l~·QiJND Ev'Elli~f;;. 

···~~ c 0lbllt~ 
Ni\70 
N~tl'8 

H•H 
Ha.a.a 
N110 
Mia.a 
1Nll0 c 
fft•0 c 
•·u~ c 
.. u •• 
N171 
HlH 
IHl':fll 
N.i::H 
·~i: ~. 
.. ~.20 
llilC:.38 
Mc1t0 
~:>• c 
NC!E.IZ! C ••.??• c 
Ni:H 
INC:-430 
NJIM 
HJ1.a 
MlC:0 
0•3311 
1031Ub 

••l~~ 
H360 
NJ?lb 
N.380 
H390 
N.i.N .... 1. .... ,. 
•••l• ....... 
ee450 
H4H .... ,. ...... 
N491 
N:.H 
e0:.1• 
ee5ii:0 
N5~ 
N54t0 
M:.'3e 
M~E.111 
N57lD 
He.al! 

··~·ge ~NI 

N611 
INE.H 
eeE.JI .. ~ .... 

·--------------------------------------------------------------
LOG:CA~ L~RITE.~~R:·E.~-Rr··r 
DOU~-E PRECISIO~ ~·0~<~~~1.P•~v1101.~~NSV1111,s~OR111.s:oq~ac~1.A, 

&t-"1111, i:·"'"'s• C:·!=-"lt., i:·c:·..,~.~. tiN, '!1o1·. PS· R. S..Jl" 1'31, T£R"'. S:.<11, PvMR. '71, S:.LlJW. &. c, 
&D. £, F, r"~, BAS lC, P$ul" <~I, VARSUl'l l 'il, S:·TOT t 91, VA1TOT t 9>, 51-0EQR, ;:·HJ~,... 

DlMEl'.S?JN 1TWINDl~l.OCCURl7l, 
& ...,p lAt.: < 11 l , ,..ATR llC C 7~E>. l 1 l 
CHAR~CTER EN<'il 

lNlTIA.!ZATIO!loS 

Rt::AOtf.,1~131 CE"<I>, t•l.'il,Jl:.VE""T 
fllwA 1 TE•, FAL.SE. 
LwR:TE•. FALSE. 
KwR l TE•. FALSE. 
F•1, f!-.-10 
FF•l.~-F 

DO i~0 1•1,C!I 
PTQT <I l ·~. 

ze~ VARTOT<t>••· 

lll•t 
DO l l•l. 2 

DO l J•l,c 
DO 1 K• 1, 2 
00 I L.•1, c 

00 l l'I• \, 2 
DO 1 11•1,2 

DO l JJ•l. c 
oo 1 101•1. a 

DO l 1..L•l,i! 
DO l "'"'• 1,;: 

l'llP t ANO I 1 I •0 
Nr,:, l ANO I 1 l I •: - 1 
lllP I A:'liO t ~ II l • J - 1 
~1AN019l•t<.-l 

lliP1AN0181•L-I 
NPIAN017l•!'ll-1 
lllP l A"40 c 6 I • 11 -1 
NPIANOl~••JJ-1 

NP1AN0 t41 •l',K-1 
!11PIANCi31•L:..-1 
NP1At~Q I~ I •..,1"1-1 

N5UM1•~P:~~OC~l+N~·IA~O<E.l 
~SUMc•NP~MN0tll+NP!A~Ol7l 
NS~3•NS:· t A\10 I 41 +NS:.· I A...,0 ( 6 l 
NbU~••N~IA~Ol~l•NPlANQC'il 

I~ <NSUl"l,£0,,1 N~J~!•l 

IF Cl'.SU~l.EQ.~I NSU~::•l 

IF CNSU"'l.EQ.~l N~Jl"2•1 
IF <NSU1'14,EQ,;:;1 NSJ•-•1 
NSU~E•~SJl'l!•~Sul"i•N~JMl•NE~l'I• 

IF <N6UM6.GE.ll GOTO 2 
GOTO l 

l NaN+ l 
DO l tN•2, 11 
1~ ''P:ANOll~l.EQ. l> ao•o 3 
NPlA..O!l>•~PlANOll>+l 
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• Ht.'!.11 
~lllt.t..a 

•«'~ 
HU0 
Hf.9ol' 
ftll7.0"' c 
H710 c 
••1.:0 c 
N7l• .. ., ... .. .,~ 
••'7£.lb 
••110 
~•760 
H790 
NH0 
tN810 
•••.e:e 
H&le 
H& .. lil c 
eH~ c 
ueu c ... ,. 
ei&&H 
HH0 .. ,, .. 
9Hte 
eH;:• 
N93• 
H9"e 
ff951 c 

• N9U C 
eia91.a c 
NCJ&lll 
••91111 
•1ee.& 
•1t11 
e1t.:e 
•1•3• 
•1• ... 
•1e:.• 
119'8 
•1a?t 
e1•H 
e1aM 
•u• 
•111• c 
e1ue c 
11 u• c 
•1 Ht 
•11~ 
e1 ii.I C 
1117• c 
eu .. c 
eute 
•1i:H C 
t1in• c 
•1.a.t• c 
11239 
e1c ... c 
e1l!~ c 
•1.?£t c 
11a1e 
e1a&e 

• lli?ff 
11.w• 

TABLE 8-2. LISTING OF TORSCR PROGRAM (Continued) 

J CON~IN1..E 
01..' ~ l .. •l, 11 

! ~A·~;x1N, J•l•~PlA~~·:~i 

CC';1Tl..,uE 
CA~L ~~~0~~11. 1!.7~~.~MTq;i ... ~=~~Ql 

111 At:.AD<~.c0011 Ni..!••l'~'CO(,'\l~M,..~.t'.'!'!N., l'.'!'!::'ll.N1.."!S;JF- .... Z 
W~l•Etl.~0111 Nl.r.TO~.~SA~E,KTl~T,l111•EN,,U~SAF,~Z 
lt::.AD<:5. c003> <OCCLi'H I l, 1•1, 7l 

wRlTEIJ,~1-0J> 1CCCi..:RcI>, 1•1,71 
Rl::AD <~. c?lll• 1 I lloN•i!l S. Nt..AU'!'O 
WRITE<J.~lllil NN .. IS.N~~u·o 
D.,.•DFi..CAT (Nlll~ISI 
A•1,/Dlll 
DO 11o IS•l,9 
SCJR US> •e. 

14 SCORSQ < JSl •t. 

TORNADO 1...00P 

DO 1: L~•S.N~~TOA 
.:>O 15 l • 1. 1 e 
i:·"'NY I I l •Ql, 

15 S:-¥,NSV I I 1 •0 . 
t>O 33 JS•l.9 

33 SU"IC!Sl•0. 
R~AD!5.1087> T~T,P~"'R.~~nx.1·~:,0<:1.1·~:~D<il 
IF ll'IWAITEI wRITE13.~.e7i :.. .... •wi,PSTR,Uf"IAll, I1'1ooll\0(!).1 .. w: .. ~(.,;:'I 

13 R~ADl~.c00~> ~; 
IF 1~1.EC.•1 ~070 10 
8MCKS.:.>ACE<5l 
GO TO <:i,~0,30, .. t>, ~I 

!0 R5:AD 1~. C:0&81 !11::.SiT, :..~'llG"'H,: Z, Jf,;AL..,, 1!1, V:, Z :, Vl, V~. Vl. \.'£. i-. .. -

IF Cl .. WRl'!'E> WRl"'E 12, ~1661 l'"l, fll\SSET, LENGTH, I Z, IWAL1.., 11, 'l'l, Z ~, 
&vx,vv,vz,vE,MwT 

GO TO 13 
31 READ<S,!0911 l,J,K,P~NZ,ITNM 

1F «1...WRITE> WRITE<l.~1911 l'll,I,J,K,S:·l'INZ,ITNl'I 
GO '! 0 13 

41 READ<S,!09!1 1,J,P"IN.PMNS 
IF CLWRJTEI WRIT£13,c19ll 1'11,I,J,P~N,Pl'INS 

EVE!llT•JEYE~T FOR TARG~TS 1-4 I EVE ... ~•3 FC~ T~~G~TS '-10 

IF (((J,!\IE.JEYE ... '!'1.01.(. cr.r.1tll.A:"liD. 
l(CJ.NE.ll.UR,cS.IJT.Il,tJR,II.GT.10111GO".'O13 

ADJ~ST FEED~R PIPE P;Oi~e1~1Tl£5 FOH A~TUAL Dl~E~6?0NS 

J:.MN • ~l'IN • I, l 

JF <::•"'IN, LT. F~ I G~iO 44 
Pl'IN•0. 1 
P"""'S•1.I 
GOT.:> l.= 
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TABLE B-2. LISTING OF TORSCR PROGRAM (Continued) 

e1J:e 
1113.:·• 
t:J:il 
·~J ... 
t13:.~ 
41H lt.lb 
iUJ?• 
tUlt:• 
llJ';f 
CU4~1 

11 .. :• 
114.ill 
tl4!l 
e1 ..... 
•1•~· 
111•6• 
t147i 
t1•H 
•1-~• •1, .. 

c 
c 
c 

tl,11 
111,.:.• 
•1,Jt 
•15 ... c 
fU5~t C 
•1~• c 
•1,~• •1,&• 
115~• 
tll6H 
11611 
116~• 
I: E..:.lt 
t1E. ... c 
•1E.:.• c 
eu.t.0 c 
1167(1 
016£:.a 
116':1.8 
111700 
117•1 
117~• 
t!nt 
117 ... 
•11:.0 
t11E.I 
11771 c 
117H C 
win• c 
e1H0 
1u1:• 
•1•~· 
Ill~ 
1111oa •1•:.• 
lllt.i 
t:r• 
lllH 

·~·~· 119"'1 
•~t:• 
lltC:I 
e1u11 
~1i<ti 
119~ c 

''"' c 

44 I~ CP~N.&Y,FI uJ~O 4:, 
i: .......... . 

.::;:r:-o ~e: 
45 f•l,-P!"!'l 

C•OL.uGJ.~lttl 

O•D!'ll•C 
C•:lb. ••O 
t:--..,~-~. -E 

31 IF <c:.tr'S .LE. 1.~l GD~O 32 
1o1~1·Ec.3.1U1i;1 1 • .: ............ ::. 
l=Jl'INS • 1."' 

3a P~~9Vfll•~~NS 

IF CPl'IN5.G~. F·I GvTO 41 
IF CPl'INS.~~. F , Go~o .. ~ 
GOTO 43 

41 Pl"!!-4V CI l •II. 1 
GOTO tl 

42 Pl'!NV < l I •II, Ill 
GOTO 13 

43 El• i, -Pl'INS 
C•OL.OG!e <ii 
D•A•C.: 
E•UI. ••D 
P,.,NV C l I • 1. -;, 
~O TO 1.3 

10 c~·.TlNUI:. 

DC ~ll 1•9. 1111 

IF C!'!..,J:'ll0<-<1.EQ,01 G1.TO 210 
Pl"INSV t 1 ) • 1 , 0 
P!llNV CI> •1. I 

ell CONTINUE 
I~ (~WRI!El W~ITEC~.!000> (~~Nsvc:>,J•l.101 
IF CMWRJTEI wRirE1J,1e001 IPMNVCI>,I•l,101 
DO 1~ l•l, 8 

12 fllPJANO cJ >•I 

QUI c~ SC REEN ON i:•111111v ( I ) 

DO tf. 1•1, 8 
IF CP"NSVCll.L.E, F> GOTO 16 
NP I ANO C I > • 1 

16 CONTINUE 
N6U"1•~PIAN0111+NPJANOC:> 
hSU~i•NPlA~Ot~l+NPlANOC61 
NS~~l•NP1A~0Cl1+~~1~~0<71 
NSU~4•NPJA~Ot~l+NP:AN0<81 

JF CNSU"l.E~.i• N~UM!•1 
JF c~su-.z.ED.i> ~s~~~-1 
IF CNiU"l.ED.~> N~U"l•l 
?F CNSU~~.EQ,ll ~5~~~·1 

~5UM~•NiU~1•NS~"c•~S~Ml~N~~~4 
JF CKWqITE> WRITE<3.10~t> ~SU~~ 

IF (NiUM,.~i.cl GuTO ~~ 
Pf'llllSVC91 •DF1..0Altl W!!'liDllll 
P11NSV<1l>•OF~o~rc:rw1,oci11 
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•!91• c 
e:<:JH C 
.,9.;.111 c 
e.:~H C 
.ii.:.•a& c. 
111a~it 

0.::0~• 
f(: ... , 

·.;;·~· 111.:.:ee.0 

TABLE B-2. LISTING OF TORSCR PROGRAM (Continued) 

P"""'Vlil ·~~SV•'' 
P...,,V(l~I •1>·1'111.SV<llBl 

DO ti:0 J•t,7~6 
"R:Jl•ll J l •I, 
DO 11111.•1,1• 
JF C("'IA"tAU1J,K+1>.Ei).1>.A"'D.1S:•..,11;sv110.1..c-. Fil Gu'l'O lcil' 
JF <<~ATRll1J,K+11.EQ.ll.A~O. IPl'l~SV<Kl.GE,FFll GOTO ~211 

•C:~10 
e2et1e 
eee~.a c 
e.=:100 c 
•~11• c 
e.:.:1ce 
e.:13• 
•Zt•I 
e.::1~e 

110 CONT ! -.iuE 
SF 1"-WRlTEI W!tITSC3.10~71 J, l:wli<'1'R:xU.t<t<l,t<"(•1, lll 

~C: 160 
~21711 

0~180 

e.:19• 
ea.::00 
e.c:z1• 
•i:ZHI 
·~.23• 
•.?240 c 
•U!.41 C 
•aaE>• c 
eU70 
e.::2a• 
eazH 
ecJlb• 
12311 
ea=• 
t.;:330 
•Z34e 
1.::J:.e 
ec.J~• 
•C:l7~ 
ee:JH 
·~399 
11e: .. ~• 
ee:41• 
•&·•i:• 
•C:At.le 
11.2448 

•~•~e 
·~4E.I 
IZ .. 711 
t.?4611 
·~•H 
•~s..,., 

fl~ll 
·~~.?II 
li?Sll) C 
e.:s•• c 
ec:s:• c 
ez~u 

10::~7· 
•l~H 
•e::.9• 
12£110 
•.::,11 
l.i;E..!.• 

ROW CO~TRlfll.:TES 

DO 112 K•l,9 
lF l~ATRIXIJ.K+!l.EQ.01 
i: I • ..,,5.;.•f'l'llSV It< I 
p~"'"- •wl'INV I K) 

GL.. rn 11i. 
1 !2 COl'llTlNJE 
113 wqITE<J,1~~1> J.~ 

sroi:.. 
114 IF '"'·G~.91 G~TO 113 

KP•t<.•1 
DO 118 L•"<P, 10 

GOTO 1!2 

IF C~ATR:xcJ,L.+11.ED.01 ~uTO 1!8 

JC <PPMNS,GT.F~I GUTO ~t 
IF IP~NSVIL.l.GT,FF> GG~O ,7 
PROw<Jl•-1,+~~~~S+P~NSVl~I 

&•1.-~P~N-"MNV(~l 
I~ <~.LE.Fl GOTO ~4 
IF <&.LT.FF> GO~O ~~ 
PR0WCJ>•~HOW<J>•1. 

GOTO ~-!le:. C•D~CGlQl<BI 
D•Dlll•C 
£•1•.••D 
i::·~oi. (JI •PROW (JI •E 

G;.;TO ~" 
56 P~04't<Jl•PMNSY<L.I 

GOTO , .. 
'' pqa~<Jl•PP~NS 
:,4 JF CPiOWCJl,G~.FF> P~Oi..tJl•l.0 

tF <PROwlJl.L.E.FI PROw<Jl•0.e 
PP..,t.iS•l>ROW <JI 
IF (PPfll~S.GE. FFI Go·o ~l 
IF (Dµfl!NS.~E. F I GOTO~~ 

GOTO 'l 
51 r"i:.o"IN•QI, l 

GOTO 117 
,2 P.:•"IN•I, I 

GOTO 117 

'l 8•1.-c:>Pfl!NS 
C•DL.OGllCBI 
D•A•C 
E•~l.••D 
C>._.fllN •1. -E 

117 IF ( l'.WA I TE I W•< lT'- 'l. 10~8 I J. 14., ... ~uw lJ I • P11-i• •• P··lf'N6 
111 CONT!lllU£ 
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• •~tl• c 
llt.;i ... c 
111.;;c.~• ~ .. 
t.:e.t.~ 

·~E.7~ 
ec-c.a~ 

•.::E.Ji' 
.tit 7~• 
e.n1• 
•c?Z~ 
•.??le 

~'"' •in• 
8i:7U 
een0 
ez1aia c 
9C790 c 
028H C 
e.e&U! c 
e.:.e.c:111 c 
·~830 c 
e.:.a•e c 
•~a:0 c 
ec:eE.11 c 
H870 
.aces• 
e.?8S0 
•.c"H• 
9.29lll 
•.!9C:ll 
ec:'3JI 
ec94ttil 

• ·~9:0 
e~9U 
ec9?0 
•ec380 c 
e.:9':10 c 
0341~• c 
131110 
•l•C:• 
93130 c 
eJei.0 c 
11.:W!.ll c: 
•l•E.0 
e.Je111 c 
8llllH C 
IUfJ'H C 
eJ1H 
eJut 
•llii.'0 c 
113130 c 
•31411 c 
831,IB 
aJ1H 
1317• 
e31H C 
•l1te c 
eu011 c 
•u1e 
•Ja.::t 
•323• c 
elc•I C 
..-J.:~ c 
llC!E.t 
•l.: ,. 

• tllC:H 

TABLE B-2. LISTING OF TORSCR PROGRAM {Continued) 

Eii<S ! c •• :.Row< J > 

IF <J.EQ,ll GOTO cl 
J~·J-1 

DO C: 1 l • l , JP 
IF t,.,ATRU<l,11.Gt;.,MATR:X<J,111 GOTO 119 
DO ~ii? JJ•C!, 11 
NDIFF•~ATRIXCI,JJl-~AT~!XIJ,JJ> 

IF tNDIFF.~T.0> GOTO C:l 
22 CONTINUE 

PROWtJl•~ROW<J>-PRO~lll 
21 CONTI.,,uE 

119 IF C"o.;RITE> WkITE<J.100:,1J,8ASIC.PR01oo.1;1,1"-'ATq:x<J,t<l,K•l,11i 

COl'lilNE ROW PROEti:lll 1 i..I Tl ES -- SCORt. Q, 
01 •I 314 N 
T1 "I It N & 1/1 T 
1J I 414 N ' •) 112 T 
'II• •) 314 N ' ~12 T 
lh 414 N 
)( I (4/lt N ' l/= Tl O" \I 

NSUl'll•MATRIXCJ.al•MATq!x<J.6> 
~su~~·l'IATRI•cJ,Jl+MATRI•tJ.7) 
~SUM3•~~TR!X<J.4l+~ATRIX<J.8> 

~su~-·l'IATRIX<J.~l·~ATRlX(J,9> 
NSU~6•MATR1X<J. 1~1·~i:1rq:x1J,11> 

IF <NSUl'll.EQ.a> 'SUM1•1 
IF <~SU~2.E0.2l N~U~~·l 
IF l~SU~J.EQ.~) NSU~3•1 
IF (\SU"lt.Ew.cl N~jM4•1 

NS~~~•NSUMl+~SU~2+~SU~3•"SUM4 
IF CNSU~~.NE.•1 GOTO 1~3 

EllENT R 

su~<,>•Su~1~1+Pqo~1J> 

IF ll'IATAlJIJ,1111>.EQ,01 GOTO 123 

EVENT T 

EVENT 0 

123 S~Mi4tl•SUM<41+~~C~<JI 

T, L:, 

1F (1 .... SUl"!~.NE.41.uR. (l\:SU~E..L.T.111 Garo li:l 

EYE:'llT U 

SUl'l<ll•5UMlll+PROW<Jl 
121 IFICC~SUM~.LT,3>.0R. INSUM6.NE.2>> .AND, 

'II, 

& ( CN6Ufl!S, NE. 4> •OH. INSUl'IE., Nt.. l > >) 6CJTO 1~0 

EYENT IC 

SU1'116>•SU"C6l+P~OWCJ) 
IF ( lt.ISUl'IS. LT. J). OR. CNSU ... 6. NE. 21) GOTO 1aca 

EVENT V 

&Ufllli>•&U"'C2)•P~OWCJ> 
1ze COl'liTIN~E 

DC h I&•&, 9 
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i'J.:-;1 
·j~~.a 
e:::s:.z 
1113.?~lll 

t!.?l~• 
lll'-0 
UJ~ 

lllf.I 
ll!Jl?I 
12380 
Ul'H 
U•-'~ 
1341111 
ll4i.a 
ll4J.zl 
ll'l44lll 
934~0 
el4E.ll 
13470 
13480 
'3490 
t:?~I!• 
1J:1e 
eJ:~e 
ll5le 
•35 .. 111 
tl~5e 

9l5EA 
11:1e 
u:ae 
13~90 
f'3t.tZI~ 
0361 QI 
IB3E.~0 
UC.30 
eJ64te 
•lt.!ie 
~JE:.E.lll 
•2£10 
83689 
llE.99 
137•• 
13711 
1.:1121 
•l73t 
13749 
937~1 
137~• 
e31?1 
tl7H 
1137'.N 
llH0 
13110 
ua.:1 
13831 
lla .. I 
ll8S. 
el66t 
13171 
UIH 
Ill ff 
1U'l~I 
13911 
el~~· 
fli30 
ll'i ... 

TABLE B-2. LISTING OF TORSCR PROGRAM (Continued) 

Ti4~•Su~c151•'.~~·~srq 

s~a~11s1-~ca~1I~1·~~~~ 

~· £C~~~~11s1·~~u~~~C!S1+-E~···' 
.::: 1= (l'l.,R:TEI W;!T <3.11Z1-.,J1 1~...1~·.ll.I•l,'31,<$1..0•!Cll.:•1.:t1, 

I <:iCORS.CH: I. l•l, ':ll 
11 CCNT 1 !'l!WE 

O~•DFLO~T<NU~"!'ORI 

DO lf.'9 1•1,9 
:i:- <SCORIJl.LT.F''I c;o·o lE.'3 
0 <I l •SCOR< I I I 0'11 
PVnR<l>•l6C~~~Q(:1-<CIS,ORll11••2>10N>l/(0N•ION-!. 11 

H19 CC!\ T 1 NUE 
WRHE <l. lllllll't> K'! IN'!. J~VE:-.IT. 1£"4( I). l•l. 91. 

& c P I I I , I• 1 , 9 I , < PVAR < I I , l • l , '31 
t<••t<TJNT+l 
DO 1 71 I• 1. 9 

PS~~<ll•OCC~ACKTl•~III 
VARSUM<l>•PVAR<I>•O:CuR<KTl••2 
PTOT<Il•PTO"'<I>+~Su~lll 

171 VARTOT<I>•VART~T<Il•VARS~~II> 
WRlTC:<J.10101 u:·SUMlll, J•1,9l, <VARSU~lll, J•l,91 
WR?TE<l, 10~~> ~I 
IF <MI,EQ.91 Gl.JTO 111 
WRI"'E IJ, 1011 > 
DO 17~ I•l, 9 

STDERR•l.9E.•50RT<VARTQ"!'CJI) 
P~Dw -~TOTtI1-s·o~~R 

PMIGH •PTOT<Il+STOE~R 
IF <P~O~.~T.0,0> P~0~•0.0 

175 WRITEc3, ltl~) I.P~G~.PTOT<ll.P~tG~.VA~To·11> 

1900 FO~~ATl10~13.£1 
1~01 FORMAT<' •••wAR~ING•••FUR ;.M •'.~!4l 
1~02 FO~~ATI' •••~OTE•••:.J.P~NS •',2:4.~!8.l~I 
1003 FOR~A"'<' su~s. SCORES. I SCORES SQUARED',1,~E!4.£, I, 

&9E14.£,l,9~14.£l 
1004 FORMAT<• su~~ARY STATISTICS FOR F ••• I~. 

&• & JEVE!llT •',I2',l,4t11, 1 EVEN"'1• 1 ,Al,E.X,'EVENTi:•',Al,GJ(, 
&'EVEN"!'3•',A1,£11 1 'EVENT4•',Al,£l,'E~E~T~•',A1,£X,'E~ENT~•',A1,£•, 
&'EVE,T7•',A1,611,'£VENT8•',Al,£X,'£VENT9•',A1, 
&I,' l'IEAN T. O. A. & VAR lr-tEAl\jJ', I, 
&9E14.6,/ 1 9E14.6> 

1005 FORMAT<' J,O~D PIROWl,NEW PCROW>,AOW1',14,ZE14.6,11I4> 
1006 FORMAT<' NSUM5 •',Ill 
lt07 FOR~AT<• J,ROW<JI • 1 ,12!41 
1001 FORfl'IAT<' J,K,PROW<Jl,PPMN,PPMN61',~I4,3E14.E.l 

1009 FOQMATC 1 MJ •',Ill 
1011 FORMAT<• P<EVENTl & VARIPl',/,9El4.E.,1,~E14,6l 
1011 FO~MAT(/,t •••STATISTICS FOR Cu~PO~ND Ev~NTS. w:TH 9~~ c. I.•••'·'· 

,. EVENT 1 ,5X,'PL0w',,ll,5~.·~ror•.~x.~·.·~~1GH',~X,4•,•vARTQTll 

1012 FO~MAT<I4,2X,4~14.61 
1013 FOR~ATC9A1,I11 
~001 FC~MQT(8I11> 

~·11 FO~MAT(/t N~~TO~.N~A~t,K~l~T,I~·EN,NW~~~~.NZ•',6!101 
c012 FOR~AT<' NhJ~S.N~AUT0•·.~11e1 

C;0112 FO~MAT <IC:> 
~~03 FOR~ATC7E1t.31 
ciel FORMAT<' C~CUH(l-71•',7~11.31 
~087 FCR~AT<2X,3ElC:.4.2I3> 
~187 FORMATC/ 1 ~~,TWT,P~TR,U~All,ITWINDll-21•',Il,lE12.4,2!31 

~081 FORMAT<~X,t4,F11.3,~!~.8E1Z.4l 
2181 FO~~AT<• Mt.~~SET.L~~GTH.IZ. I~AL~.111,v1.z1.vx,vv,vZ,VE.Hw···· 

1 1,I~,I4,F1•,J,~llt,8Elc,41 
~089 FCR~ATC' JTF,WI~DF,Z!F',14,2~1~.31 
~~11 FOR~ATC//18A41 

c•91 FO~~ATl2X,lJ4.£!l.:, IS> 
2191 FOR~ATC 1 MI,l,J,K,PM~Z.tTNM•',l~,3J4,E13.~,J81 
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TABLE B-2. LISTING OF TORSCR PROGRAM (Continued) 

Foq111QT<c?X,c?!•.•x,c?~1J.51 
FORMAT<' fllI,I,J,P~~,P~~S•',lc?.c?l4,iE13,,I 
s•o., 
ENO 
f>..J& ~01..• 1-.;E ll'!L ~Dt.~ 1 • •• ~. 111 • .,"·~:x. -A ~ut., 

•:?9549 
e.:nt.a 
fJ971 
•~9&~ 
f3i9111 ... ~.a• 
... 11e 
111 .. IZIC:f ... ,~.II 

c ·--------------·---------------------------------------------------c 1 THIS s~&~CuTINF us~s .,,..~x Tu ~~-E,o:,G~v o~o~~ RN 1~-fG-R .,~·R:x 
C I O~ Ill ROwS :.JE", l ·.G V~:......1E 5 F R1..I" h:E I". •H C,.j._u.,I\. 

c ·------------------------------------------------------------------....... .... ~. .... ,ill 
... 187111 
... eie0 
0illl9111 
1h1H 
... 11• 
94121 
f413• c 
e .. 1 .. 111 c 
841~· c 
... ,,. c 
e1u 11 ...... 
... 191 
... c?H 
... 210 
e .. ia.;e 
... c?l0 
e .. c? .. • 
, .. ,:f 
1Jft261 
,, .. 21• 
e .. ~e• 
•'iO:H 
END OF 

D:~E~SIUN lllATRlXi~,1..1,1,.AR~EC~I 

DU 6 I•l, Ill 
CR .. ~ lll~AX!~,~ • .,.~-?+1,~ATA!X,J,_AcG.I 
00 6 JJ•l.1.. 
lllATR:KCJ,J;l•~AT~!X<.,-:•1,JJI 
MATRIKClll•l+l,JJl•.AR~EtJJI 

Rt. TLJ~N 
ENO 
5U9ROU~INE lll~AXC~,1,.,M,N,.,ATRIX,J,1..AqG~I 
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B. 3 Validation 

Validation of TORSCR was performed by running the code many times, a few 
tornadoes at a time, always printing out several intermediate steps in the 
calculations, and checking the results against upper limits f~r the TORSCR 
estimates that were hand calculated . 
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APPENDIX C 

IMPACT RESPONSE ANALYSIS Of SPRAY ARM 

C.1 General 

In this appendix, the procedures used to assess damage of the nozzle 
spray arm to missile impact are developed and the results of the analysis are 
presented. The analysis treats impact response of the cantilevered arm and 
estimates the threshold impact velocity for each missile type that would fail 
the arm and hence rupture the pipe. In general, the procedures that are used 
in the assessment follow the guidelines and procedures for missile impact 
analysis recommended in ASCE Manual 58, Structural Analysis and Design of 
Nuclear Plant facilities [c-1] for hard missile impacts with modifications to 
account for soft missile deformations and motion of the target during the 
initial contact phase of the impact. 

C.2 Procedure for Hard Missile Impact 

The procedures for hard missile impact assume that both energy and 
momentum are conserved during impact with the energy absorption capacity being 
limited by an allowable ductility criteria. Thus, 

rnvi • mvm + M0 vt (C-1) 

and 

I 1 1 
? mv 2 + Mevt2 mvi• . - m (C-2) 

2 2 2 

where m • missile mass; M0 • target effective mass; vi • missile velocity 
before impact; vm • missile velocity after impact; and Vt • target velocity 
after impact. Defining the coefficient of restitution 

e • (C-3) 

and substituting into Eq. C-1 yields 

( 

m/Me ) 
Vt • 

1 + m/Me 
(C-4) 

and 

c-1 
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vm • (m/Me - e) vi 
1 + m/Me 

< c-5) 

Note that for m/Me > e, the missile velocity is directed toward the 
target and represents residual kinetic energy that the target must absorb in 
addition to that imparted during the initial impact. to survive the impact, 
the strain energy capacity of the target (SEt) must be greater than the 
kinetic energy imparted to the target (KEt). The kinetic energy imparted to 
the target is given by 

1 
!\Et • - Mevt2 for m/Me S e (C-6l 

2 

and 

!\Et • mv 2 m + Mevt2 for m/Me > e < c-i > 
? ? .. .. 

In the current problem, the missile masses of interest are relatively 
large compared to the effective mass, Me• of the target during the initial 
contact phase. Assuming a fully elastic impact (e • 1) by a hard missile, the 
total energy imparted to the target is constant, independent of the effective 
mass of the target, and equal to the initial kinetic energy of the missile. 
For significantly plastic impacts (e < 1), Eq. c-6 may govern and the energy 
transmitted to the target may be sensitive to the effective mass of the 
target. It is noted that for hard missile impacts, e • 1 is often assumed, 
which results in a conservative estimate of the kinetic energy transferred to 
the target. 

C.2.1 Effective Mass of Target 

When impact occurs, the initial target response is highly local
ized. During this initial phase of response, plastic hinges form at some 
distance from the point of impact. This distance is a function of the energy 
of the impact and the resistance of the target. If the capacity of the 
structure is sufficient to sustain this initial phase of response, the hinges 
propagate toward the beam support where the structure enters the static 
collapse mode. Reference c-1 suggests that the minimum effective target mass 
during this initial response phase be taken &s the area bounded by dt/2 around 
the periphery of the impact. Thus, for impact at the free end of a cantilever 
beam 

{ c-Ba) 

c-2 
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where µt • mass per unit length of the target, dm • diameter of the missile 

and dt • depth of the target in the direction of travel. The upper bound of 
effective maes is the fraction of the total target mass determined based upon 

the deformed shape of the target, Assuming that the static collapse mode 

consists of a hinge located at the fixed support of the beam, one obtains 

( M ) • 
e max 

(C-8b) 

2 

where J • target span length. A more accurate estimate of the target 
effective mass can be obtained if the location of the plastic hinge is known. 

Expressions that can be used to estimate the location of the plastic hinge 

were developed by Conroy [C-2). who investigated the response of infinitely 

long fixed-fixed beams subjected to a finite distributed blast loading at 

midspan. These expressions are 

dm -c: M0 dmt J'2 X 0 (t) • 
2 P(t)dt 

(C-9> 

0 

dm + [ 12 M0 d,nt J'2 x1(t> • 
2 /t P(t)dt 

(C-10) 

0 

where M0 • fully plastic moment of the beam; / P(t)dt is the impulse delivered 

to the target through time t; and x0 and x1 are hinge locations on either side 

of the center point of the im~act. Use of these equations results in the 

following expression for the effective mass for a cantilever beam subjected to 

a free end impact 

Pt 
He • lx1(t) + x 0 (t) + dml (C-11) 

2 

C.2.2 Target Strain Energy 

The spray arm nozzle is modeled as a cantilever beam with a span 

length of 60 inches. As shown in Fig. C-1, the missile orientation and 
velocity vector are assumed to be normal to the cantilever beam. The assumed 

static collapse mode consists of a hinge at the fixed support, with an 

approximately linear deformed shape. Thus, the energy absorption capacity of 
the target is given by 

SEt • --- (C-12) 
2 
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(b) Elastic Deformed Shape 
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(c) Static Collapse Mode 

Figure C-1. Analytical Model of Spray Arm 
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where SEt • target strain energy; Rm • static collapse load; Xe • effective 
yield displacement (elastic under a static load Rm>; and Xm •maximum 
allowable displacement. Using the definition of allowable ductility 

µ • 
x e 

one obtains 

( C-1 3) 

(C-14) 

The ductility ll for a steel member in flexure} is taken as 20 from Ref. C-1 so 
that 

(C-15) 

C.3 Soft Missile Impact 

Analysis of soft missile impact on the nozzle is accomplished by 
modifying the previous procedure for hard missile impact to account for the 
strain energy absorbed in deforming the missile. The energy absorbed in 
deforming the missile is determined by calculating the crushed length of the 
missile during the initial contact period and determining the strain energy 
required to deform the missile by this amount. A procedure for the analysis 
of soft missile impact on rigid targets is presented in ASCE Manual 58. 
However, since the target is assumed to be rigid, the deformations of the soft 
missile are such that all of the initial kinetic energy of the missile is 
absorbed in deforming the missile. A modified procedure was therefore 
developed to account for the deformation of the spray arm during the initial 
impact phase. The soft missile impact analysis procedures and the modifica
tions to account for nonrigid targets are presented in the following 
subsections. 

C.3.1 Soft Missile Impact on a Nonrigid Structure 

The load imposed on a rigid structure by a deformable missile can 
be treated as having two parts: the force exerted in crushing the missile and 
the rate of change of momentum of the missile. Thus, the load is given by 
[ C-1) 

(C-16) 

where Pc • missile crushing strength at the impact interfac .. ; l1m • mases per 
unit length of uncrushed missile; dx/dt • vm • velocity of uncrushed portion 
of the missile; and F • force applied to the rigid structure. For a deform
able missile of constant cross-section, mass, and strength, Eq. C-16 becomes 

C-5 
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(C-17> 

The deceleration of the uncrushed mass, m, is caused by the crushing force 

Pc so that 

(C-18> 

where L • length of the missile and Xm( t) • crushed length of missile. 
Knowing the current velocity and crushed length of the impacting missile, and 

assuming the acceleration to be constant over some period 6t, the common 
kinematic relationships between acceleration, velocity, and displacement as a 

function of time can be used to determine the conditions at time t • t + 6t 

(C-19a) 

1 
(C-19b) 

2 

Equation C-17 is then used to calculate the current impact force. It is 

also possible to use 6"m (or Llvm) as the independent variable by rearranging 

Eqs. C-19. In the current analysis, Llvm is used as the independent variable 

so that Eq. C-19 becomes 

6t • (C-20) 

Equations C-17 through c-20 are solved iteratively until the missile 

velocity Vm ~ 0 at some time td• Since these equations are based on the 

assumption of a rigid target, they provide a conservative estimate of the 
pressure time history during impact. However, as mentioned earlier, this 

procedure overestimates the strain energy absorbed by the missile. Tl1is is 

illustrated in the example in Ref, C-1 by the fact that the strain energy 

absorbed by the utility pole missile is equal to the initial kinetic energy of 

the missile. This is due to the assumption of a rigid target. Since, in the 

case of the spray arm nozzle, the mass of the target is small compared to the 

mass of the missile, the target is accelerated very quickly and the motion of 

the target during the initial impact phase becomes important. To account for 

the motion of the target duri~g the initial impact phase Eq. C-17 has been 

modified as follows 

where vr(t) is the relative velocity between the target and missile, i.e., 

c-6 
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The velocity of the target effective mass at a point in time is calculated 
using the force determined from Eq. C-21 and the following equations assuming 
constant acceleration over the time step ~t 

F( t) 
(C-23l 

M0 (t) 

(C-24) 

1 
(C-25> 

2 

(C-26) 

These equations are then solved iteratively in time until the relative 
velocity becomes zero. This procedure can then be used to estimate the force 
time history imparted to the target and the deformation of the missile during 
this initial impact phase. However, since the resistance capacity of the 
target will decelerate the target mass, the missile wjll reimpact the target 
so that use of this force time history to calculate the response of the target 
will lead to an unconservative estimate of the target damage. A more appro
priate approach is to subtract the strain energy absorbed in deforming the 
missile during this initial contact phase from the initial kinetic energy of 
the impacting missile and use the residual kinetic energy in the conservation 
of momP.ntum and energy calculations for hard missiles presented earlier. This 
leads to a conservative estimate of target damage since any strain energy 
absorbed in deforming the missile during subsequent impacts is neglected. 

C.3.2 Summary - Iterative Solution for Soft Missile Impact on Nonrigid 
Target 

In summary, the following procedure is used to predict the damage 
threshold velocity for soft missile impact on a nonrigid target. 

1) Choose Avm increment 

2> Calculate current missile acceleration 

µ(1-x) 

3) Calculate ~t • Avm/am 

c-7 



4) Calculate crushed length of missile 

• 1 

2 

5) Calculate force imparted to target 

6) Calculat~ effective mass of target 

dm) +-
2 

7> Calculate current target acceleration 

8) Calculate target velocity and displacement 

2 

• 
9) Calculate relative velocity and relative displacement vectors 

10) Update missile velocity and crushed length 

t • t + 6t 

11> Repeat steps 2-8 until Vr ~ 0 

• c-8 
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12) Calculate KE imparted to structure 

KEt • K£m - S£m 

13) Compare KEt with SEt 

The above procedure must be solved iteratively to yield the velocity 
causing damage. This was accomplished by writing a small FORTRAN program to 
perform the above calculations. 

C.3.3 Example Calculation 

The following calculations summarize the procedure for a wood 

plank impact on the spray ann. 

ll Missile Properties (wood properties assume southern pine industrial 
86 KD grade 1" board) 

~ominal Dimensions: 1 in x 12 in 

Static Compressive Strength: 1950 psi (from Ref. C-3J 

Weight: 3. 3 lb/ ft 

DIF: 1.27 [Ref. c-2] 

Crushing strength: Fe• DIF aa • 1.27(1950) • 2477 psi 

Mass per Unit Length: 

w 3.3 
----- • 0.0007124 lb/sec2/in2 
12g 12(386) 

2) Target Properties 

Pipe OD • 2. 37 5 in ro • 1.1875 in 

Pipe ID • 1. 773 in q • 0.8867 in 

rave • 1.037 in 

Yield Stress • 35,000 psi 

DIF • 1. 4 I Ref. c-4] 
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Plastic Centroid: 

Elootic Moment of Inertia: 

w<do4-J14> 
I• • 1.0767 in4 

64 

Plastic Moment at Support: 

Will investigate moment capacity at three cross-sections as 
shown in fig. c-2. 

A-A: Spray arm pipe 

B-B: Weld/pipe composite 

C-C: Socket/pipe composite 

Section A-A: 

- -Mo • 2(DIF)ay(u rt)yp 

• 2(1.4)(3400)(1')(1.037)(0.301)(0.6648) 

• 63,890 in-lb 

Section B-B: 

Solving iteratively for 01, 02 yields 

01 • 51.8 

02 • 56. 5 

2 sin ·c<- ri3) 
Yi • YI •• 908, Y2 • 1.086 

3 0 r ... - r12 0 

Ai • 
? 

cx1<ro .. - q2) At • .564. A2 • .475 
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Spray Ann 
(Schedule 160 

2 in Pipe) 

Section A-A 

Sections e-e & c-c 

Socket Connection 
(304 SS) 

2 2 T • (,-a2)(r3 -r2 ) 

2 2 2 2 C • a1(r2 -r1 )+a2(r3 -r2 ) 

'I • 

r +r 
cos Q2 ~ _2 1 cos 

2 2 

Figure C-2. Spray Arm End Support Schematic 
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Mo • (DIF)oy<A1 Yl + 2 A2 yz) 

• (1.4)(80,000)((0.564)(0.908) + 2(0.475)(1.08611 

• 177 ,800 in-lb 

Section C-C: 

Identical to B-B except ay • 30,000 

M0 • 64,830 in-lb 

Pipe cross-section controls and H0 • 63,890 in-lb 

Static Collapse Load: 

M0 63, 890 
Rm.-· • 1,065 lb 

}. 60 

Checking shear in weld 

Effective Yield Displacement: 

( 106 5) ( 60) 3 
Xe • - • 

3EI 3(29,000,000)(1.0767) 

• 2.455 

Strain Energy Capacity: 

SEt • 19.5 ffm X8 • 19.5(1065)(2.455) 

• 50,970 in-lb 

Mass per Unit Length: 

y 490(2w)(l.037)(.301) 
µt • - (2-wrt) • ---------

g 386(1728) 

• 0.001441 lb-sec2/in2 
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Substituting the missile and target properties into the FORT~N algorithm 
developed to solve for the soft missile impact on a nonrigid target and 
solving iterativel, for the minimum velocity causing collapse yields 

Vj • 92. 8 fps 

A typical printout a single iteration for the wood plank is presented in !able 
C-1. 

C.4 Results of Impact Analvsis 

The results of the impact analysis on the spray arm nozzle are summarized 
in TablP C-2. Calculations were done for all missiles for which thP weight of 
the missile did not exceed the static collapse resistance, Rm/DIF. Calcula
tions were performed for both nominal wall and corroded wall thicknesses. Two 
types of missile impact orientations were also analyzed: missile recondary 
axis parallel to the target longitudinal axis and missile secondary axis 
transverse to the target longitudinal axis. Calculations for several missile 
types indicated that transverse impacts generally resulted in lower velocities 
for damage and hence this orientation was used in the remaining calculations. 
Also shown in the table are the missile properties used in the analvsis. 
Sensitivity to the impact location on the spray arm was also investigated and 
no significant variations resulted. 
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TABLE C-2. RESULTS SUMMARY FOR SPRAY ARM NOZZLE DAMAGE ANALYSIS 

Dimensions Mass/Unit 
l1apact Velocity' 

Length 

Final Mini mu• Total Cruah3 lb-sec2 Causing Da•age 

Missile Diameter1 W1dth Length' Weight Strength C fpa) 

Subset Description (in.) (in.) (in.) (psi) in2 

1 Rebar 1.000 -- 36.0 8 84,000 .000576 207.7 

2 Gas Cylinder 3.469 -- 70.1 226 50,400 .008342 35.1 

3 Drum 19.918 -- 82.9 163 50,400 .005084 44.0 

4 Utility Pole 13. 500 -- 420.0 1,122 7,750 .006921 --
5 Cable Reel 12.700 -- 23. 2 272 2,858 .030380 33.3 

6 3-in Pipe 3. soo -- 120.0 76 49,000 .001636 61.9 

7 6-in Pipe 6.630 -- 180.0 284 49,000 .004080 31. 7 

8 12-in Pipe 12.750 -- 180.0 743 49,000 .010710 --
9 Storage Bin 1.055 38.40 238.0 2,232 50,400 .024290 --

10 Concrete Frag 22.000 88.00 176.0 28,600 7,800 .421000 --
11 Wood Beam 4.000 12.00 144.0 158 2,858 .002850 42.3 

12 Wood Plank 1.000 12.00 120.0 33 2,477 .000712 92.8 

13 Metal Siding o.soo 48.00 144.0 300 50,400 .OOS397 30. 5 

14 Plywood Sheet 1.000 48.00 96.0 106 2 ,417s .002850 51. 3 

15 Wide Flange6 o. 723 11. ?9 34.0 892 50,400 .006016 --
16 Channel Section1 0.683 5.11 227.4 225 50,400 .002565 35.2 

17 Concrete Panel 4.500 84.00 420.0 13, 300 7,800 .082040 --
18 Small Eqpt. 2.153 2 .15 330.0 1,236 50,400 .009503 --
19 Large Eqpt. 3.962 3.96 640. 5 4,733 50,400 .019140 --
20 Grating 0.051 43. 31 184.1 190 50,400 .002670 38. 3 

21 Large Frame 0.113 97.41 292.2 l, I 50 50,400 .010200 --
22 Vehicle so. 73 so. 73 191. 4 3,988 50,400 .053970 --

-

1 Based on minimum area. 
z Average of maximum and minimum values. 
3 Dynamic increase factor (DIF) taken as 1.4 for steel, 1.27 for wood, and 1.3 for concrete. 

~ Impact velocity not calculated where missile weight exceeds yield force. 

s Assumed same as plank. 
' Equivalent rectangular dimensions based on area. 
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